CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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Covid-19 cases fall in Ontario

The Muslim Food Bank & Community Services
held an interfaith vigil on June 9 following the
tragic loss of lives in London, Ontario. Hosted by
Habeeb Alli, it featured Reverend Elizabeth Green
from the Church of the Epiphany, Sudbury, and
Pastor Keaton Austin, from the Young Lives Matter
Outreach Ministry. Clockwise from top left in composite photo are Alli, Rev. Green, & Pastor Keaton.
Click here to view the online Zoom event.

Toronto – Ontario reported 296 new Covid19 cases yesterday, while revealing an additional 13 persons had died. The new infections
were the fewest reported in a single day since
last September, CTV News said.
Also, the rolling seven-day average of daily cases, one of the most
critical indicators of the pandemic’s growth or decline, was
down to 479, which was its
lowest point since September
29, 2020. In April this indicator was at a peak with nearly
4,400 cases.
Yesterday, the number of active
infections stood at just over 5,000 in
Ontario. At the height of the third wave
earlier this year, the province recorded nearly
43,000 active cases.
The numbers were also indicating a downward movement on Monday with ICUs holding 382 people with Covid-related illnesses;
out of that total, 244 persons were on ventilators. Monday’s figures were significantly
below the worst levels during the second wave,
which surged in Ontario earlier this year when

around 420 patients were in ICUs, with about
315 needing ventilators to breathe.
This week the average of daily new admissions to ICUs decreased substantially, according to Critical Care Services Ontario, a
government agency that compiles
a daily report for hospitals and
health organisations.
“We are at a crucial turning point in the history of this
pandemic in Canada. Do the
right thing now, and we can
look forward to a great summer
and a better year ahead,” community worker and eminent cardiologist, Dr Vivian Rambihar told
Indo-Caribbean World earlier this week.
However, Dr Rambihar cautioned that we
remain in “a period of uncertainty” with the
Delta variant, which originated in India, and is
now spreading in Ontario.
On Monday, one of Ontario’s top doctors,
Associate Chief Medical Officer of Health Dr
Barbara Yaffe, said the highly infectious Delta
variant was on track to become the dominant
See Page 16: Supercharge

Guyana declares Level 2 national flooding crisis
www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Georgetown – The Guyana government last week declared have more long term, greater destruction on the crops and
the flooding a national disaster with President Irfaan Ali livestock in that community.”
announcing the crisis had been classified at Level 2. He did
Craig said the CDC approached both the EU under its
so formally via an official proclamation, which was recorded Civil Protection Mechanism, and the Caribbean Disaster
in the Official Gazette. Ali has responsibility for disaster Emergency Management Agency for assistance.
management.
Meanwhile, flooding in Middle Mazaruni, Region 7, left
The move by the government saw the Civil Defence “an unimaginable trail of destruction”, Regional Chairman
Commission shifting into gear to coordinate more relief Kenneth Williams told Stabroek News on Sunday. Williams
for victims, while indicating it
added that many residents and
plans to approach the European
miners are in need of assisUnion for assistance.
tance, with the situation worse
The approach to the EU was
than expected.
confirmed earlier this week
According to Williams, the
by CDC Director, Lieutenant
water levels were still high,
Colonel Kester Craig. According
with fuel and transportation
to Craig, some 29,000 nationals
costs climbing to over 50 perhave been directly affected by
cent. He added that prices for
the flooding across the country.
staples as flour, sugar, and rice
As of Monday, Craig said the
were also increasing signifiCDC had distributed, in colcantly.
laboration with all the regions,
Said Williams, “We encounover 40,000 hampers containing
tered and saw firsthand the
foodstuff and cleaning supplies.
devastating impact and finanHe also appealed for more help.
cial ruin on the hundreds of
“It is a Level Two Disaster,
farmers and businessmen and
with disaster areas being Region
women. At this time, most
Two, Five, Six, Seven and 10.
businessmen and residents are
Those are the disaster areas that Aerial shot of the extensive flooding in Guyana seeking, and hoping for some
have been defined in the proclamation by the President,” he sort of financial relief from the government…”
said.
He was accompanied by Regional Vice-Chairman
Additionally, “Right now, a priority on our list are pumps Kamal Persaud, and others from the Regional Democratic
to release excessive water, especially in the farming com- Council. The group visited Isseneru, Kangaruma, Issano, and
munities in Regions Five, Six, and Two. Because of the level Tassarene. Williams also reported that the mining landings
of water there, if you continue to have more rainfall, you can
See Page 8: Households
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave

N

Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$987,500
Modern Etobicoke Home

S

O

LD

Facing East. Home features open concept living
& dining room, LED lights, living room with gas
fireplace, spacious gourmet kitchen with huge eatin area, deck, master bedroom with full ensuite,
finished basement, hardwood floors & double car
garage.

$879,900

O
LD

Luxury Townhome
Spacious home with 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms,
lane way double car garage, large deck, open
concept living & dining room, spacious kitchen & a
warm family room. Nicely updated & located near
GO stn. Main floor ensuite can be used for someone who does not want stairs, or as a home office.

$519,000

Spacious Etobicoke Bungalow

X-Large Condo

Here is a large bungalow on a premium pieshaped lot in Etobicoke. Features include 3 bedrooms, open concept living and dining, hardwood
floors and a large eat-in kitchen. The basement has
a separate entrance with 2 bedrooms.

Features include 2 bedrooms, main bedroom with
a full ensuite, large closet and private balcony, spacious open concept living and dining room, modern
kitchen with built-in microwave/range hood and
dishwasher, solarium and covered parking.

$679,900

S

$829,000

$659,900

Start Smart

Affordable & Modern

Features a private driveway for 3 cars, garage
with internal access to the home, enclosed porch
and a great room with 12’ ceiling and fireplace,
sliding glass doors to a semi-private courtyard.
You will be impressed with the separate dining
room, e/i kitchen and laundry room on the same
level. Lots of upgrades.

Impressive town home with 3 bedrooms, master
with a full ensuite and an unspoilt basement. You
will enjoy the large kitchen, private back, open
concept living and dining room. This is a freehold
property without maintenance fees.

$665,000

Impressive

We invite you to inspect. This spectacular home
features a double car garage, 3 spacious bedrooms, master with a full ensuite and walk-in
closet, laminate floor, large kitchen with stainless
steel appliances, open deck, and a fenced lot.
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$888,000

Ultra Modern

If you are looking for a beautiful home, take a
look at this lovely home with 4 bedrooms, master
with a full ensuite, quartz counter tops. Brand
name stainless steel appliances, under mount sink,
potlights, central vacuum, water softener.

CANADA

DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

Restoration team gets ready at the Peak Trail Open Space site in Pickering

SmileVille Dental

Peak Trail Open Space restoration gets underway

Toronto – With one of its major long-term goals being the
identification of cremation ashes disposition sites, the Hindu
Federation has been successful in having three areas officially
approved for this sacred purpose. The sites are Peak Trail Open
Space, at the bottom of Squires Beach Road, in Pickering;
McNab Park, Norval, in Halton Hills; and Bronte Provincial
Park, in Oakville.
The Hindu Federation is an umbrella organisation that
includes major Hindu temples in the GTA. Also, directions to
the three sites is available on the Hindu Federation website.
Pickering is the first municipality in the GTA to designate
the Peak Trail Open Space as a site where cremated ashes can
be scattered in a dignified way by Hindus, and by other faiths.
Peak Trail Open Space was adopted by Pickering’s Devi
Mandir in 2012. The park includes the AUM symbol of peace,
an adoption plaque of the Devi Mandir, memorial park benches,
and an ash tree that overlooks the lake. Devi Mandir is a longstanding member of the Hindu Federation.
The land on which Peak Trail Open Space is located is owned
by Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. The adjacent shoreline has deteriorated over the past few years due to
abnormally high lake levels. A restoration project was deemed

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

necessary, and its fruition this year was the culmination of years
of coordination, focus, and collaboration among the Hindu
Federation, Toronto and Area Conservation Authority, the
Town of Ajax, and the City of Pickering.
The Hindu Federation was successful in securing funding
of $19,000 from the Lotus Funeral and Cremation Centre to
cover the cost of the restoration project.
The first phase of the restoration project commenced on May
13, 2021, and lasted two days. The objective was to plant selected trees and shrubs with very dense and rapid root systems
along a defined outer edge of the park. This was to allow these
root systems to interweave and tighten in a manner that will
both strengthen the shoreline and mitigate further land loss.
Prayers were offered to Ganesh Bhagwan by the AUM sign
before planting commenced, in what were ideal conditions. The
scriptures and traditions are deeply-rooted in environmental
stewardship, and in keeping with these teachings, it is important
that the park be used in a manner that is sustainable.
Due to seasonal requirements for planting, some controlled
species of trees (such as live willow stakes) will be planted by
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority in the final phase
of this restoration project in October of this year.

OCC takes lead on ‘The Other Pandemic’ campaign

Toronto – A campaign to raise awareness about the opioid overdoses in Ontario last year. And the situation continues to
drug overdose crisis that is seriously affecting the construction unfold. I know of one worker, a 28-year-old man, who died over
industry is now underway, with the effort spearheaded by the the May long weekend.”
Ontario Construction Consortium.
OCC launched a public information campaign on May 31 to
Titled The Other Pandemic, the move comes in the wake raise public awareness of this pandemic, The Other Pandemic,
of data indicating that drug overdose deaths have climbed dra- which will urge construction workers to take steps to safeguard
matically in Ontario, with the construction industry workforce their health and safety.
being impacted more than any other sector of the economy.
The campaign will include an advertorial in the National Post
According to a new report, 2,500 Ontarians died of drug and Toronto Sun, several public service announcement videos,
overdoses in 2020, up from 1,500 in 2019, for an increase and a radio commercial. The OCC video includes comments
of 60 percent. Out of the victims that were
by addiction health care experts and from
employed, the data show that 30 percent
Toronto Mayor John Tory. This video can be
were construction workers, revealing by a
found on the website.
wide margin the industry that is being most
The OCC campaign urges: do not use
impacted.
hard drugs alone. Use in the company of
This report, which was done by the Ontario
another individual with a Naloxone kit close
Drug Policy Research Network, the office of
at hand, or go to a supervised injection site;
the Chief Coroner for Ontario, and Public
as this advice will bring the worker into close
Health Ontario, was released on May 19.
company with other people, OCC urges all
“This situation is alarming,” said OCC
construction workers to get vaccinated against
Executive Director Phil Gillies.
Covid-19; also, unions and contractors must
He added, “Construction workers are dying
step up training and education regarding drug
from drug overdoses, a crisis largely driven
use and its possible consequences;
by the widespread street distribution of the
It also urges governments to increase addicPhil Gillies
highly-addictive opioid fentanyl. And the 60
tion treatment and counselling services to
percent increase in deaths in 2020 has to be linked to the shut- meet this unprecedented challenge; and for workers wrestling
downs and isolation imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic. The with addiction to seek help – with a public health crisis maniincrease in addiction and mental health issues that has accom- festing itself in a 60 percent increase in deaths in one year, there
panied the pandemic is impacting the construction workforce was never a better time to stop using hard drugs if at all possible.
in a dramatic and tragic fashion.”
Gillies added, “We know that urging drug users not to use in
OCC was looking into this situation early in 2021, as US isolation goes against most advice directed at the general popudata from the Centres for Disease Control came out months lation re: the Covid-19 pandemic. There the messaging is about
ago indicating the construction workers were most at risk in staying away from other unrelated people.”
that country.
He also noted, “But using hard drugs alone is killing people.
There was reason to believe the situation was no different in What we are recommending here will save lives.”
Canada.
The OCC campaign is supported by the Interior Systems
Gillies noted, “Now we have this tragic situation confirmed Contractors Association, the Carpenters Union District
in Canada. This crisis is very real in our country. The ODPRN Council of Ontario and the International Union of Painters
report indicates that at least 57 construction workers died of and Allied Trades.
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VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Russell-Rawlins new TDSB Director of Education

Toronto – Colleen Russell-Rawlins has been appointed thrive in an increasingly complex world.”
Director of Education for the Toronto District School Board,
While at the TDSB she had a leading role in delivering seva TDSB release stated earlier this month. Trustees gave her the eral aspects of the Board’s Multi-Year Strategic Plan with a focus
go-ahead during a Special Meeting, which was held on June 8.
on equity, anti-racism, and anti-oppression.
The appointment takes effect on August 5, 2021. Until then,
Her many accomplishments at the TDSB include ending varInterim Director of Education Karen Falconer will remain ious forms of streaming by improving early literacy, improving
Director of Education.
access to academic pathways, and creating
Russell-Rawlins is currently Permanent
the Centre of Excellence for Black Student
Interim Director of Education for the Peel
Achievement.
District School Board. Over her 29-year
In 2018, she served as the President
career with the TDSB, she has held a variof the Ontario Supervisory Officers'
ety of roles in education, including teacher,
Association, and most recently, was recprincipal, superintendent, and Associate
ognised as one of the 100 Accomplished
Director of Education.
Black Women in Canada in 2020.
“I am honoured to be appointed by the
“We are excited that Colleen will return
Board of Trustees to serve as the Director
to her roots at the TDSB, and begin the
of Education at the Toronto District School
enormous task of leading Canada’s largBoard,” Russell-Rawlins said.
est school system out of the pandemic
She added, “In my role at the Peel
with renewed optimism,” said TDSB Chair
District School Board, I have been focused
Alexander Brown.
on eradicating systemic racism and
Additionally, Brown said, “Colleen
oppression, and I will continue to do so at
brings with her a strong commitment to
Colleen Russell-Rawlins
the TDSB. Throughout my career, equity
student learning, achievement, and success
was my foundation for improving student engagement, well- and an exceptional background in addressing anti-Black, racbeing, and achievement.”
ism, oppression, and equity.”
She also welcomed the opportunity to continue working with
Russell-Rawlins’ appointment brings to a close an extensive,
trustees, students, families, and dedicated staff “to ignite learn- year-long recruitment process that included stakeholder consuling and innovation and focus on the success of students who are tation on Director of Education job criteria, and desired expericurrently underserved”.
ence and background that helped inform the candidate profile.
She also revealed, “On a personal note, it’s a unique and a
Stakeholder involvement in creating the candidate profile
humbling experience to return as Director of Education for include staff, trustees, union and federation leaders, as well
the schools where I was once a student. I look forward to the as Chairs of Community Advisory Committees, Chairs of
privilege of leading an education system where students' identi- the Special Education Advisory Committee and Chairs of the
ties are respected, their potential is promoted, and they learn to Parent Involvement Advisory Committee.

Ajax taskforce discusses racism & anti-Black racism

Ajax – The Ajax Anti-Black Racism Taskforce presents its
second installment of the Diversity XChange Speaker Series
featuring guest speaker Dr Joseph Smith. A researcher and educator, Smith will discuss racism and anti-Black racism.
The free event will be live-streamed on June 24 at 2:00 p.m.
Residents, businesses, and local organisations can watch live
and participate in the live Q & A at facebook.com/myajax.
facebook.com/AABRTF, or ajax.ca/taskforce.
Questions can be submitted live during the session, or in
advance, to diversity@ajax.ca.
The five-part, online, and interactive series aims to provide
a positive space to facilitate nuanced and thought-provoking
discussions to help address and understand anti-Black, systemic
and institutionalised racism, while discussing important social
justice issues impacting our community.
“The Diversity XChange Speaker Series is a great way to listen, learn and engage in the conversations that are important to

our present and future. The Ajax Anti-Black Racism Taskforce
is focusing on topics that not only highlight the work they are
doing, but also contribute towards a more inclusive Ajax for all,”
said the Town of Ajax’s Mayor Shaun Collier.
This series aims to provide a safe space for navigating
important conversations and provide a deeper knowledge and
guidance to the community on how to positively contribute to
combatting social injustice in our everyday lives.
“It was wonderful to hear from Professor Michel Shah and
artist Robert Small on May 12, who discussed the resilience of
the Black community, overcoming obstacles, the definition of
excellence and how you can aspire to achieve it. We look forward to amplifying more Black voices, having meaningful discussions, and sharing ideas and opportunities to recognize and
break down the systemic barriers facing the Black community
and other racialized groups,” said Mariska Thomas, Chair of the
AABR Task Force.

Toronto — The Ontario government is further accelerating
the second dose interval for individuals who received their first
dose of an AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine to eight weeks, with
informed consent from 12 weeks. It is doing so in consultation with the Chief Medical Officer of Health and other health
experts, including the Ontario Science Advisory Table.
With informed consent, individuals can choose between a
second dose of AstraZeneca or an mRNA vaccine, at an eight
to 12-week interval, recognising that while waiting 12 weeks
helps to ultimately provide more protection, some may choose
to receive their second dose sooner to have the increased protection provided by a second dose earlier. All of these options

provide protection against Covid-19, including the Delta variant, and have been deemed safe.
This decision is based on emerging clinical evidence about
the administration of two doses of different vaccines, as supported by the National Advisory Committee on Immunization.
Evidence from multiple studies indicates that mixing of
Covid-19 vaccines (receiving an mRNA vaccine after an
AstraZeneca vaccine) at dosing intervals between eight and 12
weeks is safe, and demonstrates a beneficial immune response.
There is evidence that a longer interval between two doses of
the AstraZeneca vaccine (such as a 12-week interval) provides
higher protection

Information for
those wishing to
donate to the flood
relief efforts in Guyana
Several parts of Guyana have been
experiencing severe flooding due to
intense and unprecedented rainfall. This
has disrupted economic activities in those
areas resulting in loss of farms, livestock
and homes.
The Civil Defence Commission, the
Ministery of Health, the Ministry of
Agriculture and other agencies are
conducting flood assessments and
providing relief to those affected.
Persons/organizations wishing to donate
materials/supplies may coordinate with
Ms. Olive Gopaul at 592-600-6090.
Those wishing to contribute financially
may use the following bank information
for direct wire transfers:
Account Number: 962356519938
Acct Name: Civil Defence Commission
Address: Main & Urquhart Streets,
Georgetown, Guyana
Branch: Republic Bank
(Guyana) Limited
Swift Code: RBGLGYGG

COVID-19 VACCINE CLINIC
Pfizer & Moderna
First & Second Doses
Sat June 26 & Sun June 27
10:00 am – 6:00 pm

Imadul Islamic Centre
26 Lepage Court

Ontario govt further accelerates second dose of AstraZeneca to eight weeks
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Eligibility Age: 12+ For First Dose –
Any Postal Code
Second Dose: Those living, working or
going to school in these postal codes:
• M9L • M9M • M9N • M9V • M9W
• M6M • M6N • M4A • M4H • M3J
• M3K • M3L • M3M • M3N • M1B
• M1G• M1J • M1S
AND who received dose 1:
of Pfizer at least 21 days ago OR
Moderna at least 28 days ago OR
Astra Zeneca at least 8 weeks ago
No appointment needed!
Come with or without OHIP card
Bring something with your address
(e.g. report card, bill, drivers’ license)
Questions? Call Black Creek Community
Health Centre’s COVID Vaccine Info Line:
(647) 883-0316
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DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

• Custom Homes
• Home Remodeling
• OBC Building Permits
BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS – FAST AND AFFORDABLE

www.wall-sections.com

Fully Licensed & Insured Designers
In The Province Of Ontario

Give us a call today!
Tel: 416-234-1446						
8 Beamish Drive
Fax: 416-234-0154
Email: dkissoon@bellnet.ca
Toronto, Ontario M9B 3P3

Tel: 647.818.4028
Email: allan@wall-sections.com
Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
5

Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Call to action

W

e remember the lives of Salman Afzaal, his
wife Madiha, daughter Yumna, and grandmother, Talat Afzaal. Police say they were
killed following a premeditated attack, the family targeted
by a 20-year-old in a pick-up truck because of their Muslim
faith. Nine-year-old Fayez survived the onslaught and
remains hospitalised. Our thoughts are with him as he
heals and begins recovery from the trauma.
Young Fayez, and our community, lost three generations
of an entire family in this horrible act; they were in public,
on the streets of London, Ontario, a close-knit family out
for an evening stroll, when they were killed.
The lives of the family echo with patterns similar to what
many of us know in our own homes. Madiha was working on her PhD in environmental engineering; husband
Salman, was a physical therapist who worked with seniors;
fifteen-year-old Yumna was an honour-roll student who
will now be remembered for painting a mural inside her
school’s hallway, its message a positive call to action to
classmates, stating, “Shoot for the moon”.
“This killing was no accident. This was a terrorist attack,
motivated by hatred in the heart of one of our communities,” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau told the House following the carnage.
We remember the lost life of our own MohamedAslim Zafis, who too was in a public place when he was
attacked and fatally stabbed outside the International
Muslim Organisation in Etobicoke, Ontario, on September
12 last year. Also, we remain cognisant of the ongoing,
unprovoked attacks in public on Muslim women that has
been occurring in Edmonton, Alberta.
Our publication, along with others in the community
media, and in mainstream media, continue to document
the recurring episodes of Islamophobia in Canada. And we
are letting the authorities, such as the police service and the
levels of government, know about the heightened concern
we are feeling for the lives of our families and ourselves.
Our concern will be stated, and re-stated, alongside
what is now our growing trepidation, expressed in the precarity we are feeling when inhabiting public spaces, be it
on public transport, in places of worship, such as a mosque
in Rexdale; and yes, on the streets, as in London, Ontario.
We do not want to be constantly looking over our
shoulders with consternation and solicitude. What our
community needs now is more action from our municipal,
provincial, and federal levels of government against racial
hate and its violent escalation.
New Democratic Party leader Jagmeet Singh has stated this clearly in his call for definitive action against
Islamophobia following these horrendous murders in
London. More than that, he escalated our grief over the
London killings to the level of outrage.
“We will not cower in fear; we will wear our turbans, our
hijabs, with pride, because we are proud of who we are! We
will not let terror win,” Singh proclaimed at a vigil for the
lost family members of our community.
Singh himself has been a victim of Islamophobia, mistakenly identified as Muslim due to his Sikh turban being
seen as a symbol of Islam. His lived experiences of harassment, bullying, and racism go back to his youth, much of
which was spent in southwestern Ontario.
With his anger and outrage evident, last week Singh
made the unequivocal call for action, saying, “How many
more families will be mauled – mauled – down the street?
How many more families will be killed before we do something?”
Also, he told the House, “Some people have said, ‘This
is not our Canada’. And I think about what that means. But
the reality is, this is our Canada. Our Canada is a place
where you can’t walk down the streets if you wear a hijab,
because you will be killed.”
He added, “We can’t deny it. We can’t reject that because
it does no one any help. The reality is our Canada is a place
of racism; of violence; of genocide of Indigenous people.
And our Canada is a place where Muslims aren’t safe.”
We need more action, now, to make Canada safe.
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PNC Brooklyn

he anti-PPP street march planned for mid-August
in Brooklyn by the Caribbean Guyana Institute for
Democracy, with other Guyanese diasporal organisations, advocates anarchy, accusing the government of Guyana
of “inciting a race and civil war to implement East Indian ethnic supremacy… undermining African Guyanese
villages, towns and Regions and … treating
the black population as second class citizens.
They deliberately started a vicious war against
Guyanese of African descent and non-PPP supporters in Guyana.”
The march and discussion session would initiate actions
to remove the government, and punish it for ending David
Granger’s presidency in 2020. This initiative is headed by an
anachronistic PNC troglodyte and paranoid extremist, Rickford
Burke, a Burnham clone. He says, “The PPP is the most violently oppressive and racist political institution in the Western
Hemisphere. They must be stopped, or Guyana will soon
descend to a state of civil war and internecine conflict.”
Burke’s bombast and threats are serious. They remind me
of the PNC’s 1962-1964 Plan X-13. He invokes US political support; he has links to Black politicians in Brooklyn:
House Democrat Hakeem Jeffries, who last year supported Granger, and NY Congresswoman, Yvette Clarke. Others
include Borough President Eric Adams; Congresswoman Nydia
Velázquez; Assemblywoman Rodneyse Bichotte; State Senator
Zellnor Myrie; Attorney General, Letitia James, and the agitator, Jumaane Williams of Flatbush, experienced in Black Lives
Matter marches. Burke’s implication of support by the BLM
organisers would, if true, degrade the BLM to a racist tyranny.
The PPP under the Jagans was non-racial, and, if anything, pro-African; they were criticised for supporting Forbes
Burnham’s economic policies, especially those that destroyed
Indian livelihood. Burnham, however, had graduated from the
Georgetown League of Coloured Peoples, which, unlike its parent in London, had rejected Indians, to the consternation of a
three-man 1950 delegation from London, which included an
Indian official, prompting someone to call the LCP, in that day’s
idiom, the LNP (League of Negro Peoples).
The LCP maintained its biases and supported Burnham in
his 1955 attempt to seize the PPP. Failing this, he split from the
main body, led a “Burnhamite faction of the PPP”, and launched
a militant campaign against Jaganites. He lost the 1957 elections, and following this, joined with two Afro-based parties to
form the PNC, structured almost exclusively along racial lines,
although it had some senior non-African members, mainly legal

friends, and opponents of Dr Cheddi Jagan’s Marxism and Peter
D’Aguiar’s Capitalism. So, to use the “racist” label correctly,
Burke must salute his idol, who moulded its practice in Guyana.
Burnham’s policies fuelled the massive emigration of Guyanese,
all races, largely Indians. Soon diasporal parties developed, the
PNC helped by the US Black Power movement and
connections with Howard University, Washington,
Mohan
DC. Declaring the paramountcy of the PNC guarRagbeer anteed members exclusive status and employment
in any government job.
Indians lost government jobs wholesale, aggravated by nationalisation, and land seizures, which transferred
many city blocks to key PNC officers. There were token Indians
in the Services, most associated with Burnham, or his friends, or
by obligation, but mainly because there were not enough Blacks
qualified, even marginally, to fill technical and higher clerical
positions.
Burnham’s attitude to Indians was expressed clearly in a
letter which he wrote his mother from London, England. If it
seemed that the PPP was racist, it was largely because many PPP
Blacks had migrated, or deserted because of the Paramountcy
rules. Burke’s current claim that the PPP is firing Black civil
servants and persecuting Black election officers is regrettably
naïve, repeating Granger’s astonishing remarks of May 2021
(Stabroek News); those Black “civil servants” were simply members of the PNC, “employed” after 2015, and treated as regular
civil servants, many on non-tendered contracts to do unspecified “work”. Others were politicians’ “assistants”. The loss of
Environmental Protection Agency head, Dr Vincent Adams, is,
however, questionable.
The actions against the election officers were criminal proceedings, inordinately delayed; the evidence of wrongdoing is
prima facie, having been seen by numerous objective witnesses, including international observers of all colours including
Caricom leaders. So for Burke to allege PPP racism is fanciful,
as is his defence of PNC illegalities following the elections and
several court judgements against them, most rendered by Black
judges, none of whom is a PPP member, is mischievous, racist,
Trump-like, and no less anarchic than the actions by the PNC
last year.
His diatribe is likely actionable. The call to end racism in
Guyana should begin with PNC Blacks, conveniently blending with mistreated US Blacks. In Guyana, the LCP and PNC
fostered racism; Blacks fought the Chinese, Portuguese, and
Indians in the past, and denigrated the Natives; the animosity
and rejection materialised as Burnham, and his PNC clones.

Itinerant peddlers part of ‘It takes a village...’

A

recent discussion about how the experiences in early
life contributed to the construction of personality in
my later years turned to lessons that were taught by
oblique influences. It was then I understood how the itinerant
peddlers who visited our village contributed to the shaping of
my later worldview about money and grace.
Growing up back home in what is now
Romeo
famously known as “It takes a village...”, was made
Kaseram
interesting with visits from an array of itinerant
peddlers. Theirs was a journey from the centre,
the towns and the port city, into the villages where
we lived our lives at the margin.
One of our more prominent visitors was “Goldsmith”, who
laboured with sore feet on the red-packed dirt roads linking our
villages together. He always arrived irritable and bothered, notably from the discomfort of black laced-up, stiff leather shoes,
not recommended for extended walking, and minus socks.
He was tortured by sand flies. Each fly had a body ratio of
80 percent teeth and 20 percent wings, and was merciless on
his face and on the back of his neck, no doubt attracted by his
sweating due to the humidity, and perhaps excessive drink.
He carried a large suitcase that had grown irregularly
concave, having caved in at the sides from mistreatment and
misalignment. Its once-brown exterior was water-stained with
white speckles, which seemed to be direct impacts from the violence of rain squalls that had caught him unsheltered among the
sugarcanes during peregrinations between villages. He called
the suitcase “My grip”; apparently, it also served dual roles as a
parasol and an umbrella.
Since he held the suitcase firmly, and sometimes hugged it
closely and tightly to his body, my then unschooled, younger
self understood this is to be why he fondly patted it with the free
hand, while affectionately calling it, “My grip”.
He would say with red-eyed suspicion to Ma, “Your grandson
big eyes inside ‘My grip’. But my eyes bigger, and this hand not
only make to take your money.”
And so, in what then was social distancing foretold and
forcibly enforced, Ma’s eyes warned me away, the battle of wills
between us reluctantly moving my feet so they took me to stand
quietly in a corner of the room. There I endured an overwhelming internal struggle over my curiosity about a world that produced filigreed necklaces, watches with second hands fluid with
motion, and multi-coloured gems fixed on bulky gold rings.

I still recall the tension as I choked with my thirst for knowledge and its collision with restrictive village life, where the night
sky sometimes lit up with stars shooting out of the Milky Way.
“Goldsmith” was visiting to collect his instalment for the
heavy gold bangles that Ma had bought on “trust”, or credit. He
snapped each dollar bill, and an occasional five,
with a worldly, practised rasp using thumb and
forefinger. Also, he held each note up with studied
appreciation, focusing segments of its surface this
way, and then tilting it that way, in the pencils
of light that streamed through gaps in the carat
palms covering the roof of our adobe hut.
I recall the smell of money weaving its way among the motes
made visible in the pencils of light. The scent of its inks mixed
with the humid mustiness of containment, a corollary of flavours acquired from either being interred in a water-tight coffee
can in the backyard, or that ground-in rawness of dust and fermentation absorbed from the brown grit that collected beneath
the coconut fibre mattress in my grandmother’s bedroom.
There were those times when the money was not heady with
the rooted, chthonic scents of black earth. Instead, it was extricated from a knot tied in the corner of one of Ma’s old orhinis.
The effort of extrication was itself an exercise in reluctance,
Ma’s fingers fumbling with the knot as if she were clumsily
threading a needle, perhaps hoping “Goldsmith” would give up
and go away. Instead, what emerged was the pervading scent of
camphor balls mixed with a spell to keep gnawing insects away.
While Ma’s thrift and “Goldsmith’s’ cupidity were takeaways
from money’s early intervention, another influence arrived with
a dignified presence that called to Ma on Saturday mornings.
“Madam, do you want anything today?” The voice was from
the peddler of vegetables, the woman carrying a wooden tray
that floated just above her head, perhaps with a spell, and which
was packed with fresh vegetables. Ma always replied in the
affirmative, which meant I accompanied her carrying the large,
dented basin that was used for roadside purchases.
This vendor was benign and graceful. She arrived with a fluid
stride, the tips of her shoes lifting and kicking forward the front
hem of her long dress. She glided with an erect neck, face stiffly
frontward, shoulders horizontal with an acquired, internal spirit
level to keep perfectly balanced the loaded tray on her head.
Hers was a lesson of gravitas in motion, an input of decorum
and dignity in the village that was preparing me for adulthood.
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Poor plan in T&T vaccine fiasco

Clairmont Mingo

Roxanne Myers

Keith Lowenfield

GECOM can dispense its own disciplinary action
Dear Editor,
Guyana Elections Commission Commissioners have finally
found the gumption to move a motion for the removal of the
infamous trinity: Keith Lowenfield, Clairmont Mingo, and
Roxanne Myers, who stand accused of attempting to rig the
2020 elections in favour of the APNU+AFC coalition.
It has been repeatedly stated that GECOM, as an autonomous
institution, is empowered to conduct its own internal investigation on all personnel on its payroll. It can do so for misconduct
as it relates to lack of transparency, impartiality, and fairness in
the conduct of their core business of conducting national and
local government elections.
This motion should have been tabled since the aftermath of

the election’s fiasco, but as the adage goes, better late than never.
On recently reflecting on our 55 years of Independence, it
struck me that over 50 percent of those years had been haunted
by the dark spectre of electoral rigging. What a colossal tragedy
in our narrative of self-government, given the wasted years,
wasted talents, and opportunities lost due to the suppression of
democracy, and the rigging of elections.
This is the fundamental reason why we must collectively
never allow anyone again to entertain the thought of tampering
with elections, given the fragility of Guyana’s democracy. The
full weight of GECOM’s disciplinary action would definitely be
a victory for free and fair elections.
Reggie Bhagwandin, via email.

Floods in Guyana a time to unite, not divide

Dear Editor,
ensure floodwaters are drained, in addition to the systems being
It is sad when Guyana is experiencing a natural disaster that put in place to minimise further instances of flooding.
several agents of the Opposition continue to play on the emoAlthough most areas are still severely flooded, it would be
tions of the citizens in an attempt to peddle misinformation and unfair to say that the government has not made attempts to remcause division.
edy the situation, or that it is only engaging persons in perceived
The rains and floods have not discriminated against per- PPP/Civic strongholds.
sons based on whom they
Noticeably enough,
would have voted for
the National Drainage &
during the last Regional
Irrigation Authority has
& General Elections.
been mobilising machines
The people chose, and
and mobile pumps to
today the PPP/Civic is
remove water on a 24-hour
in government. This fact
basis, and clear clogged
needs to be accepted and
drains and canals in varirespected.
ous communities.
President Irfaan Ali
The Guyana Livestock
and all Ministers of
Development Authority
Cabinet, along with other
has also been supplying
PPP/Civic Members of
livestock farmers with
Parliament have been visfeed and treatment for
iting flood-affected areas
their animals. Efforts were
across the country engagalso made to relocate aniing citizens and offering
mals after sections of the
assistance, regardless of
Cookrite Savannah were
race, or perceived politiinundated.
Region Two inundated by floodwaters last week
cal affiliation.
Other agencies of the
However, contrary to what is reported during their many Ministry of Agriculture have also commenced flood-assessunsubstantiated social media rants, the Opposition has dem- ments in many, if not all of the affected farming communities.
onstrated that it is incapable of delivering to the citizens of this Mustapha has also openly pledged to assist farmers to return to
country.
the land once this period passes.
President Ali has been leading flood-assessment outreaches
The Civil Defence Commission has also been working,
across the country. Rather than sending officials from the through the Regional bodies to provide hampers with food
various Ministries, he has been on the ground engaging the items and cleaning supplies to every household. To date, thoupeople and delivering relief to those affected. These acts must sands of hampers have been distributed to affected persons
be respected and commended.
across the country.
Minister Zulfikar Mustapha’s activities must also be comI am appealing to those persons with political influence
mended. The agriculture sector is one of – if not the most to desist from using this very unfortunate occurrence to gain
affected by the ongoing flood situation in Guyana. Many farms political mileage to promote division.
and pastures are now inundated, and Mustapha has been on the
Once again, I stand in solidarity with those who were affectground almost every day engaging the affected.
ed, and hope relief comes your way soon.
He has assured residents that every effort is being made to
Raymond S. Chapman, via email.

Mental health support needed for students in pandemic
Dear Editor,
During a community open conversation on mental health
during the Covid-19 pandemic, a high school student spoke
about the difficulty of dealing with virtual schooling and with
the frustration of teachers and others.
The student also said the school did not have specific sessions on mental health and wellness, so there were few opportunities to talk about how they were coping.
The recent news that the Child Protection Agency did
a session with some students after the loss of one of their

7

classmates opens up the question as to whether the Ministry
of Education has any serious plans for providing systematic
psycho-social support for students and teachers during the pandemic. Teachers should not be expected to provide this support.
Hopefully, the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health,
and the Ministry of Human Services and Social Protection
could work together with qualified persons to do the interactive
sessions with students to sustain mental health and wellness in
these times.
Vidyaratha Kissoon, via email.

Dear Editor,
What a fiasco it was on June 9 across Trinidad and Tobago
during the rollout of Day One of the walk-in vaccination programme. Mass disorganisation and confusion ensued as thousands clamoured for vaccines. It revealed a serious lack of foresight and proper planning by the Minister of Health, Terrence
Deyalsingh, and the ministry he leads.
To see such chaos during a State of Emergency where the
health ministry and the government are trying to control Covid19 spread meant we were faced with a super-spreader situation
that was happening in plain sight. We had crowds made up of
thousands of people who were not physical-distancing, some
without masks; there were traffic jams, long lines, and elderly
citizens waiting since early morning in the sun. Such were the
scenes that greeted the nation at its 36 district clinics.
It was obvious that no proper planning, crowd control, and
simple common sense were applied in the design of the process
to roll out these vaccines. This nightmarish scene was alarming.
We already have a nightly curfew to curb gatherings, and are
unable to take control of the high death and infection rates that
were seen throughout May, and now continue into June.
Why can’t we have proper planning and common sense in
devising an efficient vaccine appointment system, instead of
ineptitude and total foolishness with that idea of having a walkin free-for-all process put forward by Deyalsingh?
Several Caricom countries, the US, and other countries
around the world have already distributed vaccines in an orderly
manner without mass chaos. We don’t have to re-invent the
wheel, just take guidance from other countries that vaccinated
millions of citizens using drive-through vaccination sites and
proper crowd control, and pattern our rollout the same way.
Come on Minister Deyalsingh, put aside your arrogance and
take the guidance and recommendations from other countries,
and even make use of our local expertise. People’s lives are at
stake, and we need better delivery from you and the government. We need to save the lives and livelihoods of our citizens,
not contribute to spreading the virus in a super-spreader,
planned event as we saw on June 9.
Already the US and other countries are offering vaccination
incentives to nationals, and have already vaccinated millions.
The US is one of the countries now producing and distributing
Covid-19 vaccines more than anywhere else in the world. They
have rolled out mass vaccination programs in a shorter space of
time than we saw in Trinidad and Tobago on June 9.
This is why it is so important for us to devise proper rollout
of the vaccines, so that we can get back to a semblance of normalcy, such as paying attention to the economy, the businesses
and job losses that we have experienced, and set a course to
recovery. We cannot survive any longer without putting proper
procedures and plans in place to get to the desired herd immunity, and find a balance to restart the economy.
The government must use the expertise and resources available from other countries, and even our local medical personnel,
private sector, and the Opposition, and do what is required to
save our citizens’ lives, our livelihoods, and our businesses. Let
the private sector, the business community, and the Opposition
help where they can in encouraging sustainability of livelihoods
and lives. Also, plan a proper rollout system that doesn’t cause
another super-spreader fiasco.
Restoration of the economy requires all parties working
together to chart a course to recovery.
Neil Gosine, via email.

No surprise in failed vaccine plan

Dear Editor,
Are we surprised by the fiasco that occurred last week with
the government’s callout to the population for vaccinations?
It seems we are a nation that relishes waiting in lines and in
utter disorganisation!
This is not the first time we have witnessed this repeated
chaos. Remember the (TT) $100 bill polymer note exchange
in 2019, where citizens lined up for hours in the hot sun to
exchange their hard-earned money?
What about the continued monthly line-up with pensioners standing in line to change their cheques? This continues
monthly, and no one has found a solution to assist our elderly.
Are we really surprised by the reactive behaviour that continues to plague our government?
While lots of countries have already successfully executed
their vaccination rollout plans, in Trinidad and Tobago we simply cancelled the failed appointment system and dived straight
into the wait-in-line-and-take- pressure system. No planning,
no proactive measures such as chairs, tents, and communication
to let the hundreds of citizens know only a measly 150 vaccines
were available.
No, instead we let the chaos occur then, boom! We reacted!
We continue as a nation to be in denial over the perpetual lack
of planning, lack of courtesy, and lack of care we are subjected
to on a daily basis; but carry on citizens, carry on!
Michelle Dymally Davis, via email.
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Strategic solutions needed for Guyana’s chronic flooding

W

henever there is heavy rainfall, or tides are unusually high, Guyanese brace themselves for devastating floods, which disrupt the lives of the majority of
the population. It is a perennial problem that has been getting
worse with each passing year, with no strategic solution in sight.
Or just, maybe, now that the government has access to
money.
The truth is: various governments – past and present – have
no control over what Mother Nature serves
up. But they have failed to put measures in
place to permanently reduce the impact of
too much water.
Instead, over the years, they have applied
band-aids to deep infrastructural wounds,
while allowing the country’s Drainage &
Irrigation infrastructure to deteriorate to a
near state of disrepair.
To make matters worse, it would appear as though the
mindset of government officials is to accept that flooding is an
uncontrollable phenomenon that the country has to endure, just
because they can always lay blame on two systemic variables –
climate change and the weather.
However, the abject neglect of the D&I infrastructure has
finally hit home this year, resulting in the worst floods the
country has ever seen. Conditions are now characterised as a
Level 2 disaster, which means that the country can seek international help to assist in relief and recovery efforts. The country’s
Civil Defense Commission has declared a national crisis and
activated the 24-hour National Emergency Monitoring System,
highlighting the gravity of
current conditions.
Currently, all ten administrative regions across the
country have been inundated
with varying levels of water,
with conditions getting progressively worse since the
floods started on May 18.
According to weather forecasts, heavy rainfall is expected to continue well into July,
meaning that the end of the
misery is still several weeks
away.
In fact, CDC Director-General, Lt. Col. Kester Craig, told
the local press that conditions are so bad in some areas that the
authorities can do nothing more than wait for the floodwaters
to eventually recede.
According to a CDC Situation Report, as of June 5, some
25,926 households, comprising of more than 100,000 individuals (based on an estimated average household size of four

persons) have been affected by flooding, with Regions 3 and 6
accounting for almost half of all affected households.
Regions 10, 9, 8, 7 and 6 have been most impacted by the
floods, based on the regional distribution of households.
It is paradoxical that the government was seeking to encourage agriculture in the interior regions, at the expense of the
traditional coastal regions that are perceived to be more prone
to flooding. The fact that flooding has been worse in the interior
areas, highlights the folly of the government’s
short-sighted
strategy. But that
is only part of the
Dwarka
story. The governLakhan
ment was deliberately attempting
to ignore the real
problem, leaving coastal agriculture
at the mercy of floods.
As floods ravage the country,
countless numbers of people have
lost their livelihoods; homes have
been flooded, with some completely
destroyed; agricultural crops have
been ruined, causing farmers tremendous losses; and livestock
have perished. The threat of water-borne diseases is also rising.
In the midst of worsening conditions, government officials
have been rushing frantically to put measures in place to temporarily alleviate the misery of the people – from engaging in
preventative maintenance works, to distributing food and water,
and providing shelter.
Incidentally, much of current flood alleviation initiatives should have been done
when conditions were good.
Therein lies the crux of the
problem with flooding in
Guyana. For decades, the
water control infrastructure
was allowed to deteriorate.
Canals, trenches, and drains,
which play a critical role in
the drainage infrastructure,
were poorly or never maintained for decades. Many sluices and kokers that control the
flow of water were left to deteriorate, or were not functional.
Therefore, whenever there is too much water, which chooses the
path of least resistance, flooding occurs.
To be fair, the government has spent billions of dollars annually on water control and sea defense measures. But its actions
have largely been more reactive to flooding, instead of being
strategic in preventing floods.

Until the mid-1970s sea defences and drainage and irrigation
accounted for a significant portion of Guyana’s capital expenditure. However, during the 1980s, when the country’s economy
deteriorated, less money was allocated for maintenance and
repairs to sea defences and the drainage and irrigation infrastructure, resulting in the deteriorated state of the country’s
water control system. This trend has continued to this day.
The fact remains that the coastal area of Guyana is below sea
level, with about 25 percent protected by seawalls, 60 percent by
mangroves, and the
remainder by natural
sandbanks. Evidence
of rising sea levels,
supposedly attributed
to global warming,
raises the spectre that
high tides that wash
over the seawalls and
sandbanks to cause
flooding will be a
continuing problem
for years to come.
Heavy rainfall, on
the other hand, is seasonal, and leads to flooding due to the
country’s poorly maintained D&I infrastructure.
It therefore goes without saying that water control is a permanent problem, which needs a permanent solution. Instead of
looking at grandiose plans to spend the country’s oil wealth, the
government should seriously consider it of national importance
and spend a greater portion of its capital budget on water control to fix the problem.
Any large scale initiatives such as Tapakuma Irrigation
Scheme or the Mahaica-Mahaicony-Abary Scheme must be
well-planned, and not designed at the whims and fancies of
external consultants. This makes it necessary to take an enterprise risk management approach to water control, instead of an
area specific approach.
It is also necessary to overhaul the management of the water
control infrastructure and establish a national oversight body
that takes responsibility for the entire system. The current fragmented approach leaves much to be desired.
Arguably, the redesign of the water control infrastructure is
an expensive proposition. In the past, the government depended
solely on external funding. That should no longer be the case if
the government wants to find a permanent solution to flooding.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
the Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished
financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

ters. In Quebanang, 86 households were affected, the CDC
reported earlier this week. Kako reported 120 farms and 12
houses flooded, with residents requesting mosquito nets, rain
boots, and water tanks.
In Region Ten, Chairman Deron Adams reported that floodwaters were still rising in the Kwakwani area.
“It had dropped… but the water has
begun to rise again. It is the same in
Rockstone. The greatest need… is for chlorine tablets,” he said.
In Region Five, Regional Chairman
Vickchand Ramphal reported that the
Mahaica, Mahaicony, and Abary Rivers
remained relatively high. The regional council, through government support and the
CDC, has been distributing water and hampers to affected families.
Ramphal said the water level in Wash
Clothes, Mahaicony, was still high. He noted
that heavy equipment was being used to
raise embankments to prevent water from
overtopping into other areas. Also, irrigation pumps had been strategically placed
Craig
within flooded areas.
According to Ramphal, the region’s rice and cash crop production had been decimated. Also, it had taken a toll on cattle
rearing and livestock in the riverine villages, he said.
Meanwhile, the private sector has been reaching out to victims, with donations coming from Crown Mining Supplies and
Western Scientific Company Limited. The company donated
food items and sanitation kits, which were handed out last
week by Agriculture Minister Zulfikar Mustapha to residents in
Region Five.
Said Mustapha: “These acts will contribute to the country’s

A resident looks on as a watercraft sails up a driveway; in the distance, a truck sits stranded in a garage
development because the government cannot do it alone. I want
to thank the owners of Crown Mining and Western Scientific
for coming on board and making these donations. These efforts
will go a far way in terms of assisting those persons who were
severely affected.”
He added, “This area has been flooded for a number of days.
This is my third visit since the flood and [President Irfaan Ali]
himself has also visited the area. It is indeed heartening to see
that corporate bodies are stepping up and making a contribution to the needs of the citizens. I want to encourage other
organisations and companies to come on board and offer assistance to those affected.”
Officials from Crown Mining Supplies said they were happy
to contribute to the national flood-relief efforts, and hoped
the hampers would assist with providing relief to the affected
families.

Households, farms inundated as waters rise

From Page 1
Tamakay, Surinamo, Apaika, Hyamerica, and Pappy Show, were
all significantly impacted by the devastation.
Water levels in some areas were as high as 15 feet, with the
affected needing food, water, financial relief, and tents, he said.
A miner from Pappy Show, Oswaldo Greaves, said the water
level rose significantly overnight.
“We didn’t expect this water to come so
high. By time they told us to move to higher
ground the water was already here. We had
no choice, and couldn’t save anything,” he
said.
A businesswoman from Seaman Landing
said the flood waters caused losses that
totaled almost (G) $4 million.
“Everything started to float way. The
drums, fuel, cooking oil, flour and rice got
soaked, everything got destroyed,” she said.
Close to 54 farms in the Indigenous community of Kangaruma remained underwater earlier this week.
Councillor Sydney Stemple of Isseneru
said residents had been forced out of their
Kester
houses.
“We have people living in temporary tents… We cannot
express the sorrowful situation we are in,” he said. Stemple said
additional hardships were being felt with rising prices for fuel
and food.
Over 200 farms had been impacted in Waramadong, with
residents from five houses relocated to higher ground. The area
also reported a shortage of cleaning supplies, medicine, and
chlorine tablets.
Jawalla reported over 150 farms and over 60 households
affected, with relocation of seven families to safer living quar-
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Govt approves (G) $10b for relief
Georgetown – The National Assembly on Monday approved
a (G) $10 billion supplementary allocation to the Office of the
Prime Minister for flood relief, infrastructure repair, and to support recovery in the productive and household sectors, Stabroek
News reported. The money has been added to the current allocation for Disaster Preparedness,
Response, and Management.
The funds are expected to
be utilised by the Civil Defence
Commission to provide hampers,
for establishing and maintaining
shelters, and for the emergency
rehabilitation of key roads and
bridges impacted by the extensive
flooding.
Stabroek News also reported it
was unclear at this time what the
money allocations would be to
fund each of the government’s support and recovery objectives.
That Prime Minister Mark
Prime Minister
Phillips did not have hard figures
at this time was emphasised by the Opposition through repeated
requests for him to disaggregate the emergency funds. Phillips
sidestepped all of the Opposition’s requests.
Said Phillips: “There is no disaggregation at present since
the assessment is not completed… We are currently in the relief
phase, and planning for recovery. This expenditure will cover
food hampers, repairs to roads, and drainage and irrigation.”
Phillips also indicated that assessments were still being done
by the CDC, and consequently, it was not possible at this time
to provide estimates of what percentage of the $10 billion would
go to each flood support and recovery objective.
Phillips told the House there were 30,000 households affected
by flooding across Guyana. Also, that the CDC has distributed
21,935 food hampers, and 18,654 cleaning hampers so far.
Questioned on the quantity of hampers that are provided
for in the $10 billion allocation, and for other details, Phillips
deferred, saying, “Let’s not get into the weeds”.
Pressed further for details on allocation, and on how his
administration arrived at a total of $10 billion, Phillips said the

PPP/Civic was a responsible government. Additionally, that the
$10 billion total was an initial sum.
He also indicated once the CDC concludes its damage and
needs’ assessment, its report will be laid over in the House.
Meanwhile, all efforts and works are being done within the
immediate needs that define a
national emergency.
Said Phillips: “We have to do
this right away. Bridges and roads
must be repaired.”
Guyana has been inundated
with rainfall and flooding in the
past weeks, which have severely
affected communities in Regions
Six, Seven, Eight, Nine and 10.
The online publication, Guyana
Times, reported yesterday that representatives of the CDC, Health
Ministry, Regional Democratic
Councils, and Guyana Geology
and Mines Commission have been
Mark Phillips
conducting flood assessments in
several communities in Region Eight (Potaro-Siparuni).
An assessment conducted in Sub-District 2, Mahdia, found
several homes, farms, roads and mining equipment destroyed
by floodwaters. Tumatumari Hill Foot to Two Miles remained
flooded, and was inaccessible to vehicular traffic.
Guyana Times also reported that prices for food have escalated due to shortages, while access to drinking water was a
major concern. In El Paso/Tumatumari, five households with a
total of 21 persons were independently evacuated to the homes
of relatives on higher ground.
The team also assessed the flood impact at El Paso, which is
home to approximately 35 families and 160 persons. Five households of 16 persons located on the waterfront were severely
impacted by floodwater, which rose to about 15 feet. The fallout
saw contamination of drinking water, damage to food, household items, boats and engines, among other things.
Families in the area were relocated to higher ground.
Residents living on higher ground also experienced flash floods,
but the water has since receded, the Guyana Times reported.

A vegetable stall at Bourda market

Floods see surge in food prices
Georgetown – Fallout from the crisis of flooding that hit
Guyana in the past weeks is now seeing a surge in vegetable
prices at local markets, the media reported earlier this week.
“Groceries were already raised… because of shipping and
Covid-19. Now look, the greens gone sky high too,” Lorna
Atkinson told Stabroek News outside Bourda Market earlier this
week.
According to reports out of Georgetown, almost all vegetable
prices have now increased compared to prices a month ago.
Last month bora, priced at around (all currency in Guyana dollars) $300-$400 per bundle, was selling for between $1,000 and
$1,200 this week.
In early May, eschallot which averaged $260-$300 per pound,
was now between $1,000-$1,500. Local small, sweet peppers
were retailing at $1,000 per pound, the price up by more than
$600 from three weeks ago. This week boulanger (eggplant) was
three for $500, up from $200 last month.
Pumpkin which was between $200-$300 per slice, has also
risen in price, and is now being sold for between $400 and $500
for the same slices.
Pak Choy and other types of callaloo were hard to find in the
markets last week, with the few vendors fortunate to have this
popular spinach selling it at $400 per parcel for two or three
small bunches. Okras were being sold for between $350-$500
per pound.
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Overseas Offices:
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SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY
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DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

We also deliver empty barrels!

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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DIASPORIC PROFILE

Soft-spoken & detailed, Dr Persaud has remained on track
By Martin Latchana
afterwards, he became my family doctor.
n the morning of August 5, 1962, a special train
Dr Persaud was born and raised at Windsor Forest, West
pulled out of the Georgetown Railway Station for
Demerara, British Guiana. He is the only child of Ramadan
Rosignol, the end stop of the East Coast Demerara(died, Toronto), and Durpatie (died, Guyana). He attended
Berbice Line, 60 miles south-east from Georgetown, the capital Windsor Forest Anglican School and Alleyne High School, and
of what was then British Guiana.
then worked at Bookers Pharmacy in Georgetown.
It was a wedding train, acquired
He left BG for London, England, in
through family contacts with the
1954 to further his studies. A year later
Transport & Harbours Department, and
in London, he applied to the Medical
assembled with just two undecorated
school of the acclaimed University
carriages. Its purpose was to convey
College of the West Indies, which then
the “baraat”, the wedding party of Dr
had a special relationship with the
Krishna Persaud, who was traveling
University of London, and arrived in
to Canje, Berbice, to take Maharanee
Jamaica in 1955.
(Ranee) Persaud to be his bride.
Dr Persaud made many friends in
The couple met in London, England,
Jamaica, especially the Tolan family,
where Ranee studied sociology at
prominent in the preservation of IndoBedford College. Hailing from a
Jamaican culture. I know some of that
large family of eight siblings (all now
family in Toronto. Graduating in 1962,
deceased), Ranee was tying the knot
and longing to see his parents, Dr
with Krishna Kamta Persaud, who
Persaud returned to BG that year, and
had found a solution by rail to bypass
was joyfully welcomed by his mother,
challenging, delaying roads, and then
father, and many others.
ferrying across the Berbice River to
Tenure at the Georgetown Public
meet his bride.
Hospital from 1962 to 1965 was an
Speaking with Dr Persaud brought
“exciting experience”, he says. Bunked
back my childhood memories of riding
at the Doctors’ Quarter Compound, he
Dr Krishna Persaud (circa mid-1950s) recalls the riots in Georgetown, noting
the rails in Guyana with my parents
David and Violet, and my grandfather Phillip. I recall banana
his unease, caution, and the pervading fear; he also treated
leaves brushing against the carriages as they rocked and
many of the wounded who were victims of violence.
swayed; the rush of bodies exiting the train, to be assailed by a
Dr Persaud was the General Medical Officer for the
plethora of food vendors hawking fish and bread; and the oily,
Essequibo District and Pomeroon River from 1965 to 1967, in
burnt scent of diesel fumes flavouring the food.
charge of a wide geographical swath that included Indigenous
Today, whenever a Mack truck honks its horn, right away I
Guyanese. Following this posting, he was appointed GMO of
am transported back in time, where I see a Guyana locomotive the Skeldon and Upper Corentyne area of Berbice, and served
trundling past with its green carriages swaying on silver rails.
from 1968 to 1971.
I met Dr Krishna Persaud in early May 1986 at the
He recalls on arrival at the Skeldon Hospital, that “the
first meeting of what later became the Ontario Society for
operating room was empty, except for the operating table”. He
Studies in Indo Caribbean Culture. The group was formed
adds, “I went to great lengths to remedy this”.
to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Indian presence
He came to Toronto in 1971; by 1973 he had passed the
in the Caribbean. I became well-acquainted with him during
Canadian medical exams, and opened up a practice at College
the two years it took to plan that July 1988 conference. Soon
and Euclid Streets, just west of downtown. A second office was
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opened at Finch Avenue near Kennedy Road in Scarborough
in 1993. He kept the Scarborough practice until his retirement
in 2007 after closing the College Street location.
But he did not retire fully, doing house calls to visit his
elderly patients until July 2020, when he finally hung up his
stethoscope and put away the black, medical bag.
It did not take me long in 1986 as one of his patients to
discover that this soft-spoken man at community meetings was
also chatty, professional, and detailed with his patients. It was
an easy step-up when he became one of my mentors.
Considering himself to be a Liberal Hindu, he was a
member of the Toronto Arya Samaj, and the then Chairman of
its building fund committee. The majestic temple in Markham
is the fruit of the labours of Dr Persaud, and many others.
A large poster of the Raag Mala Music Society adorned a
wall in the patient waiting area at his Scarborough office. An
enthusiastic member of that society, Dr Persaud and others
have helped propagate Indian classical music in Toronto.
Financially generous with OSSICC and the Caribbean
Education Organisation of Canada – of which his son Rajiv,
Mrs Persaud’s great niece Reshmi Bisessar, and I were members
– Dr Persaud played a major role in our community, along
with being a medical doctor, and a devoted family man.
Accidentally meeting him in late October 2020 attired in
a trench coat, fedora, and a mask, I teased him, calling him a
spy. We chuckled, and continue to stay in touch. He reminds
me often that I missed his 75th birthday celebration. He asked
me to speak on September 23, 2006, when he received the
Annual Award at the VCC. I declined, having already booked a
vacation in Jamaica.
Unlike the now rusting bridges that once carried trains over
the Abary, Mahaicony, and Mahaica Rivers on that Georgetown
to Rosignol run, and notably, the “baraat” on his wedding day,
Dr Persaud remains hale, alert, and spry.
He is blessed with two children: my friend Rajiv, (spouse
Acklema and children Mira and Nikash), who lives in North
Toronto; and Dr Kavita (husband Dr Sunil, both medical
doctors, and daughter Maya), who lives in North Carolina in
the US. Happily married for 58 years, Dr Persaud and Ranee, a
very outgoing and friendly lady, now live in the Toronto area.
He turns 91 on July 8, 2021; and yes, I have a reminder to
save the date.
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CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

Mention this
ad & get a
FREE GIFT with
any purchase

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO JULY 6, 2021
FROZEN HEADLESS
PAN-READY BANGAMARY

FROZEN JUMBO CRABS

GILBACKER STEAKS
CUT PIECES

DRIED SHRIMP

$259 lb

Low Price

$399 lb

$999 lb

LARGE SWEET
PINEAPPLE

FRESH WATER
COCONUTS

SOURSOP

DASHEEN LEAVES

$499 each

3/$1000

Low Price

Available

MR GOUDAS RICE

CRIX/DIXIE CRACKERS

GUYANA I-CEE &
SOLO DRINKS

LARGE CARDBOARD
BARRELS

$999

$399 pk

Available

$1500

BORA, SEIM, WIRI WIRI & PIMENTO PEPPERS,
BAIGAN, EDDOES, DASHEEN LEAVES, ETC.

FISHES
Arriving Every Tuesday & Thursday from Guyana & Trinidad

Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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Drive The Legend

The 2021 Mustang
EcoBoost® Fastback

Starting from

33,645

$

166

Offer excludes taxes

FIND OUT MORE AT FORDTO.CA
Vehicle(s) may be shown with optional equipment. Dealer may sell or lease for less. Limited time offers. Offers only valid at participating dealers. Retail offers may be cancelled or changed at any time without notice. See your Ford Dealer for complete details or call the Ford Customer Relationship Centre at 1-800-565-3673. For factory
orders, a customer may either take advantage of eligible rain checkable Ford retail customer promotional incentives/offers available at the time of vehicle factory order or time of vehicle delivery, but not both or combinations thereof. Retail offers not combinable with any CPA/GPC or Daily Rental incentives, the Commercial Upfit
Program or the Commercial Fleet Incentive Program (CFIP). 166Until June 30, 2021, purchase a new 2021 Mustang EcoBoost Fastback Coupe 100A for $33,645. Taxes payable on full amount of purchase price after total manufacturer rebate has been deducted. Offers include freight and air tax ($1,900) but exclude administration and
registration fees of up to $799, fuel fill charge of up to $120 and all applicable taxes. All prices are based on Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. ©2021 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.
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PANDIT RAMLALL WAY

Better savings start here
Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Street Naming in Honour of
Late Dharmacharya Pt Ramlall

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sunday June 27, 2021
11:30 am Ceremony at
Arya Spiritual Centre
104-36 133rd Street

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

1:00 pm Unveiling of Sign
Corner: Liberty Ave & 133rd St
Info: AshookRamsaran@gmail.com
Doclse007@aol.com
Lakshmeesingh@gmail.com
Nveerapen@aol.com
akramnauth@gmail.com
srajpal511@gmail.com

1201717CN.1

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Timbuktu an intellectual legacy Africa bestowed to the modern world
By Dhanpaul Narine
The city was captured in the year 1325 by Mansa Mussa. He
anoes, carts, and camels. These were some of the meth- was the Emperor of Mali. It is said that when Emperor Mansa
ods used to save the manuscripts of Timbuktu. The Mussa visited Mecca, he took 12 tons of pure gold, and a carastory of Timbuktu is one of power in the written word van of 60,000 men. According to one report, the Emperor, “has
and the struggles that it took to preserve it.
so much gold with him that when he stopped in Egypt the
“The ink of the scholar is more valuable than the blood of the Egyptian currency lost its value, and as a result the name of Mali
martyr”, was a popular saying taken from the works of Ahmed and Timbuktu appeared on the 14th century world map”.
Baba in 1603. Ahmed Baba was one of the most famous scholars
Mansa Mussa’s hold on Timbuktu was shaky. The city was
in Timbuktu. This distant, mysteinvaded in 1339 by the Mossi
rious, and once powerful city has
king, and there was widespread
produced a rich stream of knowldestruction. In 1434 the Taureg
edge that continues to influence
under Akil Akamalwal capour thinking.
tured Timbuktu. According to
The average student may know
historians, Akil was pious, and
little of Timbuktu’s history, or
he respected the scholars, and
may even think that it was a verimay have encouraged them to
table Shangri-La of lost dreams.
produce written works. But this
It is tempting to think of it as the
was short-lived as Timbuktu was
middle of nothing or nowhere.
taken over by Soni Ali in 1469.
But Timbuktu breathed life and
It is said that Soni Ali, “[Put] to
learning, and gave the world
death so many scholars that many
knowledge that has shaped the
of them fled to Walata which
destinies of nations. Timbuktu is
is the Republic of Mauritania.
really the intellectual legacy that
This is the reason why many of
Africa has bestowed to the world.
the manuscripts of Timbuktu are
The scholars of Timbuktu
found in Mauritania today.”
were sharing their knowledge in
In 1493 Soni Ali was overastronomy, mathematics, geogthrown by Songhai Askia
raphy, law, and history 500 years
Mohammad. Timbuktu appeared
before Christopher Columbus.
to experience a period of relaWhat is remarkable is that many
tive tranquility under Askia. He
of the ideas of the time have been
rehabilitated the scholars and
written, and left for the world to
turned to them for advice on how
interpret, and it is in these docuto run the state. It is said that
ments or manuscripts that we
Askia engaged the scholars on a
see the power of Timbuktu. The
wide range of subjects, and the
fact that Africans are attempting
dialogue are recorded for posterto bring the intellectualism of
ity. This period represented the
Timbuktu to the fore will help
golden age of Timbuktu, in which
Some of the ancient Timbuktu manuscripts that
to correct the Eurocentric view
trade, business, and scholarship
were saved
of Africa.
flourished.
In 1963 the British historian Hugh Trevor-Roper was in no
In 1591 the Moroccans took over Timbuktu with deadly
doubt as to where African culture stood. He said, “Perhaps in results. Pasha Mahmud ibn Zarkun pillaged the city, “plundered
the future, there will be some African history to teach. But at its wealth, burned the libraries, put to death many scholars
present there is none. There are only the Europeans in Africa. who resisted them, and deported many to Fez and Marrakesh,
The rest is darkness…
including the eminent
and darkness is not a subscholar of Timbuktu,
ject of history.”
Ahmed Baba Es Sudane”.
This view fits neatly
Under the rule of
with the belief by some
Mawlay Ahmed al-Manthat Africa is the dark
sur, Timbuktu began
continent. But Timbuktu
to decline. Timbuktu
has shown that Africa
came under French rule
had a Renaissance long
in 1894, and this lasted
before that of Europe.
until 1960 when Mali was
The city was the centre
granted its Independence.
of prolific writing; thouIn 2012, as the world
sands of scholars conwatched helplessly, the
vened at mosques, and
attack on Timbuktu
there was trading in gold,
included the manuscripts
salt, and slaves. There
and the destruction of
were countless Koranic
tombs and shrines. The
schools, and at least 80
al Qaeda backed Islamist
large libraries. What was
fighters used hammers
also significant was the
and pickaxes to shatter
fact that collections of
the tombs and shrines.
writings were housed in
The fighters argued
many homes, and they
that they were against idol
dealt with a wide range of
worship, while the experts
subjects.
claimed that the attacks
Okolo Rashid of the
were pulverising hisInternational Museum
tory. Souleymane Bachir
of Muslim Cultures said,
Diagne, a professor at
“[Prior] to the re-discovColumbia University said,
ery of the manuscripts,
“They are striking at the
people thought Africa Calligraphy of a 15th century copy of the Koran that was
heart of what Timbuktu
had no literacy, and that saved in Timbuktu
stands for… Mali and the
it was a simple oral tradition. The new evidence is enough to world are losing a lot.”
rewrite the history of Africa. In fact, Muslim Africans were the
It will be recalled that the Taliban destroyed two sixth cenfirst cultural group to bring a revealed religion to America.”
tury statues of Buddha in Bamiyan in central Afghanistan.
Timbuktu is in Mali, a country that is on the fringe of the
History has a way of repeating itself, and the lessons are
Sahara. It was founded in the 11th century, and its location on sometimes ignored, when in fact they should be a wake-up call
the Niger meant that it became the crossroads for the exchange for the world. In its long history of pillage and persecution the
of goods. It was also the centre for the meeting of many minds. scholarship of Timbuktu has been the target of raiders and rulScholarship, business, and a thriving merchant class took hold ers. But there are hardy souls that have fought endless battles to
in Timbuktu, and by the 12th century a university was estab- save and to preserve the collection.
lished. The structure of buildings displayed a combination of
The ancestors realised the value of the written word. When
African and Arab influences.
the written word is lost, memory suffers, and without memory
But the boom in Timbuktu would also lead to its downfall. a culture is broken.
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The words of Timbuktu touched on a diversity of subjects.
They ranged from rhetoric, logic, theology, astrology, physics,
astronomy, mathematics, botany, jurisprudence, philosophy,
and politics, among others.
But there were also romantic novels, and 30 of them were discovered; one was about the legendary exploits of Alexander the
Great. In politics there is the exhortation for rulers to speak kind
words and uphold morals. The current presidential candidates
in the US would do well to take note.
Slavery was an important institution in Timbuktu, as the city
was situated on the trans-Sahara trade route. The manuscripts
spoke about slavery, and Ahmed Baba’s legal opinion provided
unique insights on slavery. Baba argued in 1615 that Muslims
were not allowed to be held as slaves. He also spoke out against
racism and prejudice.
According to Baba, “God orders that slaves must be treated
with humanity, whether they are black or not; one must pity
their sad luck, and spare them bad treatment since just the fact
of becoming an owner of another person bruised the heart,
because servitude is inseparable from the idea of violence and
domination, especially when it relates to a slave taken far away
from his country.”
The Ahmed Baba Institute has thousands of manuscripts.
The hope is that in the following years they will be catalogued
and deciphered and their messages would be shared with the
world. But history has shown that the manuscripts of Timbuktu
have always been in danger of being destroyed. It has become a
struggle to save them, and some of the steps taken are worthy of
a Hollywood thriller.
In early 2013, the radical Islamists entered Timbuktu and
began destroying the city. The tombs of Sufi saints were demolished, women were beaten, and the next step was to destroy the
manuscripts. The UN had declared Timbuktu to be a world
preservation site, but that meant little to the Islamists. Abdel
Kader Haidara is a preservationist who once loaned his family’s
collection to the Library of Congress. Haidara, along with others, set about to protect the “heritage of all humanity”.
The Islamists took control of the Ahmed Baba Institute, and
it was only a matter of time before they found the manuscripts
and began destroying them. But Haidara and his colleagues
Mohamed Diagayete and Idrissa Maiga had other ideas.
During the shooting and looting, Haidara contacted families
with their manuscripts and secretly moved 30,000 to a safe location in Bamako. But this was only half the task.
The idea was to get another 15,000 that were held in the
building occupied by the Ansar Dine. When Timbuktu fell to
the French soldiers, most of the documents were saved.
The librarians were able to pass through military checkpoints
using vehicles, boats, and on foot, to move the lockers to safety.
One of the great scholars at Timbuktu was Sayyid al-Mukhtar
ibn al-Kunti al-Kabir. In 1786 he wrote, “It is from His secret
toward the callers that He moves, Be kind to us and remove the
difficulty with ease.”
Today 95 percent of the manuscripts are in safe hands. He
listened and He moved, and humanity is the better for it.
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Urgent appeal for
a kidney donation

andit Krishna Sukul who resides in Scarborough,
Ontario, is appealing to the community for urgent
assistance to help save the life of his 54-year old wife
Satwattie Sukul.
She is suffering from kidney failure, with both of her
kidneys functioning at only five percent efficiency. She is on
peritoneal dialysis and has to
do exchanges four times every
day, which is done at home.
She has completed all the
required medical examinations
at the Scarborough General and
St Michael’s Hospital, and is
currently on a waiting list for
a kidney.
The estimated waiting
period is between two to five
years, but with her kidney
Satwattie Sukul
function deteriorating rapidly,
urgent help is needed for a transplant of one kidney. Her
blood group is ‘O’, which is considered a priority, but in the
absence of a donor with this blood type, any other type of
donor would be accepted.
The doctors indicated that anyone can live happily with
one kidney, and that a donor would be tested medically
to ensure that there would be no complications before
accepting a donation.
Pt Sukul may be contacted at (416) 267-5038, or through
his sister Rajmini at (905) 783-0459.
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GUYANESE NOTABLES

Sr Mary Menezes educated many, took UG to great, new heights
Profile: Sister Mary Noel Menezes: Emeritus Professor,
University of Guyana
By Dhanpaul Narine
here was a time when the History Department of
the University of Guyana was among the best in the
Caribbean. This was in the 1970s, when the quality of
teaching and research was to be envied. One of the leaders that
helped the department to reach such great heights is Professor
Mary Noel Menezes.
Sr Noel, as she is fondly called, was highly respected for
her ability to make complex ideas simple. She cared about her
students, and her own interests were broad and far-reaching.
The history department boasted a number of distinguished
luminaries. There was Dr Brian Moore, who went on to
become Guyana’s High Commissioner to Canada.
William Trembley specialised in American History, while
Winston McGowan took students through the paces and
pages of World Civilisation. There were also Basdeo Mangru
and Tommy Payne who taught Guyanese History, and Tyran
Ramnarine who lectured on the History of the West Indies.
But the star was undoubtedly Sr Noel Menezes.
She was a model of calm and scholarship. She understood
the needs of her students, many of whom were at UG on a
part-time basis. One of the great strengths of Sr Noel was her
ability to do research. She realised that history was not a dry
subject driven by the enumeration of facts and dates. History
was all around us; it was a living subject.
Students were asked to select topics for a Bachelor’s thesis
that pertained to Guyanese history, and to conduct research on
it. In so doing, they benefitted from the experience of looking
at primary and secondary source documents, writing their
research and drawing conclusions. The Bachelor’s thesis was a
winner. Sr Noel and her team were preparing a new breed of
historians to interpret Guyanese history in novel ways.
Her research extended to the border dispute between
Guyana and Venezuela, as well as the Amerindians of
Guyana. The Amerindian population was seen as exotic,
and travel writers would comment on their strange looks
and behaviour. But Sr Noel decided that colonial policy
toward the Amerindians had to be analysed, and appropriate
recommendations made for the post-colonial administration.
Sr Noel Menezes has had a distinguished career in
academia. She was born in Kingston in Georgetown, Guyana.
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She received a calling to join the church, and in 1947 while
Sr Noel. Professor Griffith described Sr Noel as an inspiration
in her teens she journeyed to the US, where she entered the
to her students and the university. He said the event was
Sisters of Mercy community to receive official training.
connected to a wider landscape of activities that the university
Sr Noel was ordained as a nun, and started to teach at St
wanted to do in the future. He thanked all the sponsors and
Joseph’s High School in Guyana. In 1952, she went to the St
organisers for putting the event together.
Joseph Training College in Jamaica,
The acting Chancellor of the Judiciary
where she earned a teacher’s Diploma in
Carl Singh presented a citation to Sr
Education, passing with honors. After
Noel, and called her a trailblazer and
this success Sr Noel returned to Guyana
a writer of distinction. Mangar said
and taught at Sacred Heart Roman
that apart from academia, Sr Noel is a
Catholic Girl’s School.
philanthropist as she runs an orphanage
In 1964, Sr Noel earned her Bachelor’s
in Georgetown. Another reflection came
degree, and in 1965 she was awarded her
from Dr Dhanpaul Narine who said that
Master’s from Georgetown University
Sr Noel taught him the importance of
summa cum laude. She taught in the US
research methods, and the need to be
until 1967, after which she joined the
accurate.
staff at the University of Guyana. In 1970
The Registrar of UG is Dr Nigel
Sr Noel was offered a Ford Foundation
Gravesande. He said that Sr Noel is
Fellowship to study for her doctorate
a remarkable Guyanese, and that the
at the University of London. Her thesis
university community is happy to have
Sister Mary Noel Menezes with Dr Dr Joanne Ferreira to deliver the feature
was on the policy of the British towards
Dhanpaul Narine
the Amerindians of British Guiana. The
address in her honour. Dr Ferreira is an
thesis was published in 1977 by Oxford University Press.
expert in linguistics at the University of the West Indies. She
Sr Noel had built up a formidable reputation at UG, and
has done research on Portuguese adjustment in the Caribbean
in 1973 she was appointed as the Chief Administrator of the
and beyond.
Master of Arts Program in Guyanese and West Indian history.
Dr Ferreira said it was a great joy to give the keynote
Under her stewardship Dr Basdeo Mangru became the first
address, as she is one of the disciples of Sr. Noel Menezes.
MA graduate at UG, and some of her students were former
“It was her work that got me interested in Portuguese
President David Granger, Tota Mangar, Dr James Rose, Theo
studies. The only person that had written anything that was
Gittens, Dr David Chanderbali, Ms Cecelia McAlmont, Dr
readable on the topic was Sr Menezes, and it helped me in my
Kimani Nehusi, Khalleel Mohamed, Dr Marguerite Chasestudies,” Dr Ferreira said.
Garvey, and Dr Dhanpaul Narine, among others.
The evening was a marvelous acknowledgement of the work
It is fitting then that after many years of dedicated
of Sr Noel, and an added bonus was the presence of students
service the University of Guyana should honour Sr Noel.
from St Joseph’s High School. Our heartfelt congratulations
The brainchild of this idea was no other than the esteemed
to Sr Noel, who educated many, and asked for little in return.
Vice-Chancellor of UG, Professor Ivelaw Griffith. Since he
Thanks should also be extended to Professor Ivelaw Griffith
became Vice-Chancellor, Professor Griffith has implemented
and his team for the marvelous gesture to host a series of
innovative reforms and his report card will be examined in a
programs to honour the intellectual giants of the University of
later issue.
Guyana.
The ceremony honouring Sr Noel took place at
Sr Noel looked radiant and gave a thumbs-up to the
Herdmanston Lodge in early December 2016. It was a most
proceedings. She has served her country with pride and
impressive affair. The program was ably chaired by Professor
distinction, and we salute her as an academic who has made a
McGowan. He said that the university has done well to honour positive difference in her country.
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The Celebrity Millennium moored at the Port of Bridgetown on June 7

Barbados welcomes cruise ship

Bridgetown – Barbados received the first
cruise ship to visit any port in the Western
Hemisphere since the Covid-19 pandemic triggered a 15-month worldwide shutdown, the
Barbados Nation reported last week. The visit
took place on June 7.
However, at the end of the cruise, two passengers tested positive for Covid-19, and were
isolated according to Celebrity Cruise Lines’
protocols.
Local tourism officials were ecstatic following arrival of the Celebrity Millennium at
the Port of Bridgetown, the Nation reported.
There was an intimate gathering with tourism
officials, representatives from a cross-section
of the industry, and senior management of the
Bridgetown Port to welcome the sailing ship.
Barbados was chosen as the first port of call,
the ship then sailing to complete its sevenday Caribbean cruise with stops that included
Aruba and Curacao.
On board were over 500 fully-vaccinated
passengers, a mere quarter of the ship’s 2,400
capacity, and a fully-vaccinated crew.
Vice-president of destination development
at the Royal Caribbean Group, Joshua Carroll,
told the Caribbean media the first call at
Bridgetown was one way of repaying Barbados
for the “humanitarian” assistance given to several cruise lines at the height of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Said Carroll: “We were floating throughout
the Caribbean; doors were shut on us; we
did not have any place to go. We had thousands upon thousands of crew members, and
Barbados opened their home to us, welcomed
us. Truly, [it was] an oasis in the middle of the
Caribbean.”
Among the guests at the welcome event
were Barbados’ Minister of Tourism and
International Transport Senator Lisa Cummins,
and Minister of Maritime Affairs and the Blue
Economy Kirk Humphrey.

Humphrey confirmed that during the crisis Barbados had repatriated about 21,000
crew, one of whom returned on the Celebrity
Millennium last week. He also acknowledged
that the port lost about 22 percent of its annual
revenue over the last year.
Passengers disembarked from the Celebrity
Millennium to steel band music. Following
disembarkation, prearranged “bubble” tours
coordinated by tour operators were offered
via taxis.
Cummins noted strict adherence was paid to
new cruise protocols that were recently introduced. She said the protocols were devised via
a comprehensive process that worked closely
with multiple cruise tourism interests, such as
the Americas Cruise Task Force.
It was a collaboration that would continue
“in the interest of an industry which is of one
mind”, along with “a new mandate”.
Said Cummins: “That new mandate has to
be the continued review of what the arrangements for cruising will be as we move forward with regard to the CDC [US Centers
for Disease Control] arrangements, the EU
arrangements… and important inputs from the
Caribbean Public Health Agency.”
Following the end of the cruise, mandatory
end-of-cruise testing discovered two guests to
be Covid-19 positive, CNN reported last week.
The guests shared a stateroom on the ship,
and were asymptomatic at the time of testing.
They were put in isolation, and were being
monitored by a medical team on the ship.
A news release from the shipping company
said all protocols had been enabled following
the positive tests. Said the release: “We are
conducting contact tracing, expediting testing
for all close contacts, and closely monitoring
the situation.”
It also noted that the Celebrity Millennium
sailed “with fully vaccinated crew and guests”,
and followed all protocols.

From Page 1
strain of Covid-19 in Ontario.
However, she also told CTV News there
is hope that vaccines offer more protection
against it than previously thought.
“Yes, it’s true that the Delta variant is growing rapidly in Ontario,” she said, noting that the
UK numbers are “going down, and the Delta is
going up, so we fully expect it will become the
predominant strain” in Ontario.
The Delta variant is “around one and a half
times more transmissible than the Alpha variant,” she added.
Dr Rambihar noted the Delta variant “is like
a supercharged virus”. He added, “[So] we have
to supercharge our measures to stop it”.
“We can learn lessons from abroad, and from
India in particular, where this virus originated,
and we know what happened there. Professor
Srinath Reddy, President of the Public Health
Foundation of India… says that India relaxed
too early, and suffered as a consequence. Don’t
let that happen here,” he said.
Dr Rambihar said what occurred in India
could possibly see it growing similarly in

Ontario.
“Opening up the province and city will allow
some spread of Covid-19, but this is countered
by more people with vaccines, and continuing
with precautions, and hopefully the virus will
die down more than it will build up,” he said.
He also added, “But have to be careful and
follow guidelines, and everyone get their first
and second shots of vaccine as early as possible
– it’s a race against the virus, and a race against
the variant. Do the right thing, and we can win
this race.”
On Monday Dr Yaffe said two doses of an
mRNA vaccine appear to be around 88-90
percent effective at preventing symptomatic
Covid-19, while two doses of AstraZeneca
appear to be around 60-70 percent effective at
preventing any Covid-19 symptoms at all.
“That's one of the reasons we’re pushing up the interval between the first dose of
AstraZeneca, and the second dose of whichever vaccine the individual chooses, because
we want to get people as fully protected as possible as quickly as possible with the Delta strain
moving up in Ontario as it is,” she said.

Supercharge measures to stop Delta
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How To Put Your Home Equity To Good Use

omeowners became wealthier during the pandemic. Home prices surged and are still
climbing. Homeowners are in a unique place where they can use some of their equity
as seeds for financial growth. Benjamin Franklin said that an investment in knowledge
pays the best interest. These transforming ideas can quantum leap your net worth.
Use some of the equity to buy an investment property. Real estate is real, as the name suggests. With inflation, building materials are becoming expensive, and in turn, home prices are
escalating. Currently for every home available for sale, there are about six buyers. A two-family
home can be rented annually for $40,000. This is called passive income because the person
does not have to actively work for it. Gradually over time, it’s best to replace active income
with passive. Toronto will continue to be a hotspot for immigrants. On the long term, prices will
trend upwards, the remaining balance on the mortgage will decrease, and if we add up the rent
collected over the years, it becomes astronomical. To put icing on the cake, the interest on the
money borrowed for investment is tax deductible.
Debt consolidation is another idea. Sai, for example, has a total of $29,000 in credit card
debts, paying $1,160 monthly. He chooses to increase his mortgage by $29,000 and pay off his
debts. His monthly payment drops to $115. Fitzroy, on the other hand, took a second mortgage
on his home for $100,000 at 12 percent interest in 2018, paying $1,053 monthly. Initially, the first
mortgagor had refused to lend him the additional $100,000 because, at that time, the property
loan to value ratio (a ratio lenders use to calculate risk) was high. With the recent price growth,
the loan to ratio dropped significantly. Fitzroy managed to increase the first mortgage and paid
off the second. By doing so, he now saves $653 monthly.
Many families with adult children can use this idea. It’s the perfect time to give adult children
a head start in life. Arthur’s parents took $100,000 from their family home and assisted Arthur.
He used the money as a down-payment on a newly-construction condo that would be ready
in five years. Arthur estimates that he can double his initial investment in five years. He can
then use the proceeds to catapult him into a home. Arthur now has a goal to work towards.
His aim is to repay his parents in five years. Another family took money from their family home
and opened a thriving take-out restaurant, creating employment for themselves. Since they
borrowed money from their family home to invest in their business, the interest on that portion
became tax deductible.
Instead of moving, try to renovate or extend your current home. With Covid-19, many families
are working from home and require more space. It is easy to add a second level on a bungalow
because the building foundation is already there. Find a good contractor who can point you in
the right direction. Once that is done, get an estimate. Always over-budget by ten to 15 percent
for the unexpected. With an architectural drawing, building permit and a good contractor, you
are on your way. If you are modernising, the quality of materials can make a big difference. The
cost of installation usually remains the same. Its best to buy your own materials, and ask the
contractor to quote you on labour. Remember to ensure that contractors have the appropriate
insurance coverage.
Building a secondary suite is a good idea. The cost varies depending on the size and complexity of the project. Start by applying for a building permit from the city. Then, interview
contractors. With a building permit and a good contractor, you can build a safe place for a family that wants to rent. You will also reduce your liability. Buyers love basement suites that are
registered because the rental income can be used to help them qualify for a bigger mortgage.
As such, homes with legal basements sell for more. If a homeowner borrows $100,000 from the
principal residence and uses it to build a secondary suite, the annual mortgage payment will
be about $5,000, half being principal reduction and the interest portion becomes tax deductible. The basement will generate an annual income for about $20,000. This investment is worth
exploring because it is a profitable venture. Seek the assistance of an accountant.
Become a money lender. Amrita borrowed $200,000 from her home at 1.75 percent. She invested it in second mortgages at 12 percent, making a yearly profit of $15,400. She called this
her vacation money. Always lend in small batches. For example, lend to four different people instead of one. By doing so, you are spreading your risk. Ensure that the loan to value ratio does
not exceed 85 percent. Avoid lending on rental properties. Many mortgage brokers can assist
in securing second mortgages. Usually, the borrower pays the mortgage broker and solicitor
fees. In many cases, they will also pay the investor a finder’s fee of about three to five percent
of the loan amount. Always choose your own lawyer when investing in second mortgage.
Study the above ideas carefully and then prioritise them. Next, get started. In the wise words
of Lao-tzu, a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
Jay Brijpaul
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Small Days in Guyana

remember my childhood days.
The pond on the playing field
where I held a string of tadpoles,
like a garland of black pearls.
Where I sent my little Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria
to seas wide and far,
and they brought spices and gems
from splendid isles I long dreamt.

Haimnauth Ramkirath
I gathered near hammock under the shed.
Then lulled by mild wind to blissful rest.

I remembered my childhood days.
The fresh red bruises on knees,
layers of hardened mud on feet—
inscriptions of the hills I wheeled, woods I roamed,
when sun and rains scarcely found me alone.

I

Watched tides battered the shore.
When by degrees their fury subsided,
the wearied men of the sea
lowered their nets in depths I had longed to be.

remember my childhood days.
The crackling canes on fire,
flying ash, flames leaping higher:
an explosive volcano in miniature.
And when the fiery show was over,
we ran to the fields to gather
joints made sweeter by the fire.
Tied in bundles on slender shoulders.
We ripped their skins—
every drop of juice from flesh drained.

I remember my childhood days.
Yellow-breasted kiskadees flitted
and sang on branches all day.
Sweet melodies drifted far away.
Their beaks pierced sun-ripened mangoes
that glowed with a yellow hue.
Cherries, gooseberries, guavas, and star apples

I

remembered the misty perfume of the wind.
The curious shells, rounded rocks,
memories gathered along the shore
where the soft ethereal music of the sea
whispered to my soul and made me free.

A mother’s love writes special needs book

I

clinics opened her eyes to the treatment meted out to people
t has been a long journey of discovery for Marcia NathaiBalkissoon, a mother with a special needs child. As she
with special needs and their families.
told the media in Trinidad and Tobago last week, it was
She faced discrimination from doctors, medical staff and
the public, which prompted her to research ways to deal with
difficult getting by everyday without being judged by the
special needs children and scenarios.
public.
“Every time I took Emma to a clinic,
Marcia is mother to Emma, who was born
with a condition called tetralogy of Fallot,
or other appointments, every time I went
which affects blood flow through the heart.
into an online special needs group, I came
across other parents facing the onslaught of
Corrective surgery at eight months saw Emma
judgment, fear, declining hope, and isolation
suffering brain damage, leaving her completely
in their journey with their special needs
disabled and in a vegetative state for life,
children,” she said.
Marcia told Newsday.
Said Marcia: “Doctors advised us to remove
Additionally, “I found technical books
Em’s feeding tube and let her go, because life
by professionals, but not personal books by
would only get harder for her and the family.
others who had walked the path we would be
walking. I so longed for that hand-holding.”
We were even called irresponsible for hoping
Marcia began writing about her behindfor her recovery.”
Her beautiful “Em” is now nine years old.
the-scenes experiences taking care of a special
needs child. The result is her book, Lighting
Marcia’s other child, Bryan, is 14 years old.
Marcia was unemployed during those early, Marcia Nathai-Balkissoon the Path: Leaning into a Hopeful Future as a
Special Needs Parent that details the challenges of caring for a
challenging days. Her husband was employed as a schoolteacher. She is an industrial engineer, and is now employed as a special needs child, and offers support to parents.
“The book was written to hold the hand of parents whose
university lecturer.
children are born with special needs, or develop special needs
“The medical bills and supplies, the therapy, the additional
special foods and drinks were a lot,” she recalled.
following some traumatic event later on in their childhood. It
addresses several of the major concerns and pain points that
Taking care of Emma was a revelation about caring for
persons with special needs in Trinidad and Tobago. As Marcia
arise for special needs families,” she said.
Marcia’s book is available on Amazon.
told Newsday, having to go to various specialist doctors and

W

hen 17-year-old Albert stepped up to the podium
to deliver his eulogy, he felt a sudden cold chill
that raised the hairs at the back of his neck. A
movement at the corner of his eyes pulled his vision away
from the capacity crowd that was gathered to pay tribute to his
father.
The figure of a woman in a crimson shroud stood in the
hallway outside the door of the funeral home’s chapel. She
clasped an object at her chest. Albert felt her intense gaze from
the dark recess of her hood. Fright froze him when her unseen
eyes locked his with a hypnotic stare that made him lose touch
with reality and slip into a daze.
Albert returned to his senses when the priest’s loud clearing
of his throat broke the trance
into which he had fallen.
Once freed from her magnetic
pull on his eyes, he used every
ounce of effort to avoid a
direct glance at the woman.
Distracted by her presence
at the corner of his eyes, his
trembling fingers fumbled his
paperwork, and he stumbled
through a speech filled with
errors and omissions.
At the end of his tortured
presentation, weak legs took
him to the front pew to sit
beside his grieving mother.
Pindrop silence filled the atmosphere until the priest arrived at
the podium for a continuation of the ceremony. He stood next
to the open casket containing the body of Albert’s dad, decked
out in his military uniform with medals of bravery covering
his chest.
While the priest gave his sermon, he made frequent glances
at the same spot where the woman stood, but had no visible
reaction to tell that he had seen her.
During the lineup for the viewing of the body, Albert pulled
the priest to one side and asked him why he had kept glancing
through the door into the hallway. He did not mention his
own experience. The priest startled him by disclosing that
an image appeared at the side of his vision, but whenever he
glanced in that direction, it vanished. He was troubled by
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The Supernatural
T H E M O U R NER
the event and made a mental note to ask his bishop about it.
Albert wondered about the woman’s reluctance to enter the
holy ground of the chapel, but did not mention his feelings to
the priest.
The shrouded woman followed the funeral procession from
a distance. Afraid to sneak a direct glance at her, Albert kept
her in his peripheral vision as she glided along. The sinister
woman’s ominous presence and
disturbing interest in his family
frightened him. Why had she
remained invisible to everyone
else but him?
During the mid-afternoon
burial at the cemetery, Albert’s
side vision revealed that the
long cloak that grazed along
the ground had the shape of a
woman, even though it had no
physical form inside. After they
interred his father, the mourners
returned to the basement of the
funeral home for refreshments.
Albert searched every corner of
the room, but the woman had not reappeared.
After the guests departed, Albert and his mom went home.
They sat on his mom’s bed and perused photo albums and
reminisced over fond times they had shared together as a
family. A wailing sound outside sent shivers down Albert’s
spine. He darted to the window and pulled the curtain. His
heart leaped to his throat when he spotted the woman across
the street, staring at him. He pulled the curtain shut and
yelped as he jumped back, away from the window.
Alarmed by Albert’s reaction, his mom opened the curtain
to see what had scared her son. Afraid to come close to the
window, Albert peeked over his mom’s shoulder from the
middle of the room. When his mom declared that she had
neither seen, nor heard anything out of the ordinary, Albert’s

Kamil
Ali

stomach churned with
disbelief. The woman had
not moved, yet his mother could not see her.
That night, Albert jumped at every sound. The eerie
female stalker had found his home, and now she was keeping
vigil outside the house. He was afraid to sleep for fear of her
invading his sleep in a nightmare. He sat at the computer in
his room and tried to research the strange entity by entering
her description on the search bar, but got no answers. Frequent
glances at the clock raised his tension as midnight approached.
On a hunch, he tiptoed into his sleeping mom’s room and
brought a stack of albums to his bedroom. He flipped through
the photographs and gazed at a picture of his dad’s parents,
whom he had never met since they had both perished in a car
accident before he was born. His grandma wore a jade amulet
on a silver necklace that she displayed in her clasped hands.
Albert’s heart stopped when his bedroom door creaked
open to reveal a long gown before it continued to open to show
his mom standing in the doorway. She had heard his shuffling
around and came to investigate. When Albert asked her about
the amulet in the picture, she explained that the charm had
passed down his father’s bloodline for generations. Each firstborn male offspring would receive it from his mother on his
wedding day to give to his wife, who would in turn, pass it
along to her son.
When Albert described the woman, his mother told him
that his father’s mother had worn a crimson shroud in her
practice of the mystical Wicca religion. Her mother-in-law
had died before her marriage to Albert’s dad, so she did not
receive it as a wedding present since they never found it in
the wreckage. Albert realised that he had inherited some
transcendent genes that connected him with his grandmother,
whom no one else could see.
When he went to bed that night, he found the star-shaped
amulet under his pillow. In keeping with the family’s tradition,
he let his mom wear it until his wedding day. Albert never saw
his grandmother again.
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Young man’s death ‘heart-rending’

Adbullah Hassim with President Paula-Mae Weekes

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago’s President Paula-Mae
Weekes has extended condolences following the sudden death
of Abdullah Hassim, who died on June 5 with complications
from Covid-19. Hassim was a recipient of the silver President’s
Medal for humanitarian work in the Scouts Association of
Trinidad and Tobago, which was awarded by President Weekes
in January 2020. He was 20 years old.
In a statement from the Office of the President, Weekes said
she noted with “great sadness the passing of President’s Medal
Silver recipient Abdullah Hassim”.
It added, “Every death is significant, but the passing of one so
young is especially heart-rending. That Hassim at such a young
age had already achieved significant recognition for his dedication and service is testament to the bright future that awaited
him.”
President Weekes also extended personal condolences to
Hassim’s parents, the immediate family, and his extended family
among the President’s Awards program.
Relatives told the media it was quite normal at the Cunupia
home for Hassim the day before he died. He arrived home from
work, chatted online with friends, went to bed, and woke up
seriously ill the next morning. He passed away so suddenly that
his parents thought he had succumbed to a heart attack.

However, following his death, tests revealed he passed away
from complications caused by the Covid-19 coronavirus. He
was laid to rest on June 9; his parents, who were quarantined
as a result of Hassim’s Covid-19 diagnosis, could not attend the
funeral ceremony.
Hassim’s stepfather, Juman, said family life was quite normal
up to the day his stepson passed away. He said Hassim was in
the backyard eating mangoes, and was working on documentation to apply to the University of Trinidad and Tobago to enter
the mechanical engineering programme.
Said Juman: “Abdullah never complained of a body pain,
fever; nothing. Just about 15 minutes before he died, he said he
had an upset stomach. Everything before that was very normal
with him.”
The positive Covid-19 test following the young man’s sudden
death meant that his mother, Juman, and 65-year-old grandmother, were immediately quarantined.
Juman said it was difficult being in quarantine and unable to
attend the funeral ceremony.
“'A relative called us on the phone and told us what was
happening. We raised our hands in the air when it was time for
the last prayers by the imam. My wife was inconsolable,” Juman
said.

OPIOID CRISIS:

THE OTHER
PANDEMIC
Our Province is in the grips of another pandemic
– the high rate of overdose deaths from tainted
street drugs. This crisis is disproportionately
impacting the construction industry workforce.
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‘Sham of a rollout’ says Persad-Bissessar
Port-of-Spain – A virus of poverty is sweeping through
Trinidad and Tobago, even as Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
and his government have no effective plan, strategy, and inventory to roll out mass Covid-19 vaccinations in Trinidad and
Tobago, Opposition leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar claimed last
week.
In fact, the government’s vaccination effort so far has been
“sham of a rollout”, Persad-Bissessar declared.
Said Persad-Bissessar, “Rowley must realise that as we continue to lose lives on a daily basis, as businesses and livelihoods
are destroyed, and worse, as innocent elderly citizens may have
been infected at that sham of a rollout, the seeds of civil unrest
are being planted and watered.”
She added, “Hundreds of thousands of people are without
work, unable to provide food for their families, unable to pay
bills, or unable to pay their rents. A virus of poverty is also
sweeping our nation with no plan in place to resuscitate our
economy. Rowley must accept help from stakeholders and make
changes to his failed team. We cannot have a 1990 repeat.”
Persad-Bissessar was referencing the failed coup d’état attempt

Kamla Persad-Bissessar

Rowley admits vaccine rollout error

Port-of-Spain – Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley last standing in line, with many of them in wheelchairs, and with
Saturday apologised for the national vaccine fiasco, admitting walkers and crutches. It was later revealed by the government
that his government blundered with its sweeping invitation to it did not have enough vaccines for a mass vaccination drive.
attend walk-in Covid-19 vaccination clinics at health centres
Rowley admitted that the government went too far, and
throughout Trinidad and Tobago.
attempted to do a bit “too much with too little”.
However, while admitting to the debacle, Rowley said it was
He said, “[June 9] was a bad day. It was a bad day in that the
just one bad day. One bad day in the past year and a half was not government, through its agencies, through its Prime Minister,
so bad, he reasoned.
tried to do too much with too little. It was a
Rowley also admitted to the June 9 disaster
bad idea to try to solve the problem of the
being “a total failure”, and that as head of the
registration programme, not reaching everygovernment, he accepted full responsibility.
one who wanted to be registered, by simply
He explained it was caused by a “communicaremoving that stricture of a registration and
tion problem” with the government in reachreplacing it with, what one can call now, a
ing out to the wider population.
mass vaccination exercise.”
Said Rowley: “...That problem was the
Rowley added, “We are in no position to
communication system between those who
carry on mass vaccination, and, therefore, that
needed to be vaccinated, and those who were
‘experiment’ of trying to do too much with too
in fact going to get the vaccination. As head of
little could only have failed; and it has failed,
the government, I take responsibility for how
and we acknowledge that. And I, as Prime
the government goes about its business, and
Minister apologise to those who sought to
this is part of the government's business, and
work within that programme, and did in fact
I take full responsibility for it.”
experience what took place.”
He added, “I want to tell the country again,
The decision for mass vaccinations had
notwithstanding any flare-ups or any advice
nothing to do with the ability of the technical
Keith Rowley
from any quarters, I am in this for the long haul.
staff or scientific staff, he noted.
I intend to see the country through to a place of safe landing
“It was fully at the level of the government, as to try to do as
on this, so I am not going to be distracted by any intermittent much as we can, as quickly as we can, and with all the things we
failure, or unreasonable expectations or responses.”
tried to do, this one did not work,” he said.
On June 9, thousands of citizens, many over 60 years old and
Notwithstanding what occurred, Rowley said he was confiat higher risk of suffering fatal consequences from the corona- dent that Trinidad and Tobago was still on track, and with the
virus if contracted, showed up at various health centres for a hundreds of thousands of more vaccine doses due to arrive in
vaccine shot.
the coming weeks.
This was a direct result of the government informing this age
“Let us not throw the baby out with the bath water. We have
group, and those under 60 with non-communicable diseases been doing reasonably well. In fact, we have been doing quite
that from June 9, they were allowed to walk into health centres well. We will make sure that whatever vaccines we have will go
without any appointment to receive the vaccine.
to those in greatest need, and also in a way that utilises our best
However, it backfired, with many turned away after hours of infrastructure both human and physical,” he said.

in July 1990, by the Jamaat al-Muslimeen.
Following Rowley’s mea culpa last Saturday over the government’s bungling of the initial vaccine rollout, Persad-Bissessar
said, “[He] admitted before the nation that he has been… misleading the country for months now. [It] has cost this country
hundreds of innocent lives, while he blamed citizens themselves
for his own failure.”
She said only after offending the whole country, Rowley has
now been forced to openly admit Trinidad and Tobago did not
have enough vaccines for a national rollout. Also, that the government was unsure when more vaccines would arrive in the
country; and consequently, that citizens must live with the sad
reality of not being immunised against Covid-19.
Persad-Bissessar criticised Rowley for presenting no plan, for
his admission there was not enough vaccines, and for claiming
the country was better off than the nations that were actually
donating leftover vaccines to Trinidad and Tobago.
She also argued that Rowley was not going to make the
real changes necessary to save lives. Also, she claimed he “was
keeping the same failed medical team, now turned propaganda
team, of Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh, CMO Dr Roshan
Parasram, Principal Medical Officer-Institutions, Dr Maryam
Abdool-Richards, epidemiologist Dr Avery Hinds, and thoracic
Medical Director at the Caura Hospital, Dr Michelle Trotman”.
She declared, “[They] have been in charge for over 15
months, and led the country into this disaster.”

Covid-19 cases going down

Port-of-Spain – A slight decrease last week in Trinidad and
Tobago’s Covid-19 infection rate may be an indication of the
start of a downward, stabilising trend in cases, government officials said late last week.
Last Saturday epidemiologist Dr Avery Hinds said the first
week of June showed a ten percent decrease in new cases.
“For week 23, the preliminary figures coming in for [June 12]
to end week 23, it is just a little over 300, about 316; so we are
going to have approximately 2,230 total, which would be a 30
percent decrease compared to the week before. We are hoping
this week on week decreasing trend continues to manifest itself
going forward,” he said.
The number of active cases also hit a plateau, and was showing a decreasing trend, he said.
“It is encouragement to continue doing what we are doing
because the numbers are still not small, but… are decreasing.
We need to make sure we continue doing what we are doing
to continue that breaking force and slowing of the epidemic,”
he said.
Dr Maryam Abdool-Richards, Principal Medical Officer,
Institutions, noted that the seven-day rolling average decreased
to 329 last week. The average number of people admitted to the
hospitals per day also decreased from around 66 to 72 people to
51 to 46 over that time. She added that occupancy numbers at
hospitals levelled off at around 610 to 625, and ward occupancy
were at around 60 percent.
Covid-19 cases at the country’s Accident and Emergency
departments also “stabilised” for the first time since May 24.
“There has been a general decrease in the number of confirmed Covid-19 positive patients presenting to the Accident
and Emergencies, which shows there are less ill people in the
community entering the A&Es,” she said.

National security insists no secrecy over US Pfizer vaccine gift
Port-of-Spain – There was no secrecy surrounding 80 vials
of Pfizer vaccines gifted to the national security ministry by the
US government, National Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds
insisted earlier this week.
Speaking to the media on Sunday, Hinds emphasised the
quantity of vaccines was small, repeating the 80 vials only converted into 400 doses, enough to inoculate 200 nationals.
The arrival of the vaccines generated an unusual level of curiosity, since information surrounding its delivery was sketchy,
and the usual government public relations protocols were not
observed.
It left questions about the handover, and who were to be the
beneficiaries of the vaccines. The Pfizer BioNTech shot is considered to be among the world’s best vaccines, with one of the
highest efficacy rates against the Covid-19 coronavirus.
When asked by the media for whom the shots were intended,
Hinds said they were specifically for the National Security
Ministry.
“It is 80 vials. I think that amounts to about 400 vaccines,
which the US government gave to the Ministry of National
Security. This has nothing to do with any large donation that
we expect, that is being considered by the US government. This
is just a small number for the Ministry of National Security as a
gift, which we are happy to accept,” he said.
There were claims on social media, one made by social activ-

19

ist Phillip Alexander, that Customs and Excise was unaware of
However, in the case of this donation, the first release came
the vaccine donation when it arrived in Trinidad and Tobago.
from the National Security Ministry, and indicated that the
Hinds responded saying Alexander had to be “ignored”.
government received a small donation of the Pfizer Covid-19
He added, “I don’t take [Alexander] serivaccines from the US on June 12.
ously, and there is no such issue of secrecy;
“The government of Trinidad and Tobago
which is why we are saying to you that we
wishes to advise [that on June 12] it received
received 80 vials, 400 in total, for the use and
a gift of Pfizer vaccines from the government
benefit of National Security. It has nothing to
and people of the US,” the release stated.
do with any larger amount that we might be
It added, “We have been very fortunate
negotiating otherwise.”
to have received gifts of vaccines from difHinds was also asked to comment on the
ferent countries such as St Vincent and the
possible recipients for the vaccines.
Grenadines, Grenada, Barbados, Bermuda,
“'This is for the Ministry of National
the Republic of India, the People’s Republic
Security, and it will be used accordingly. This
of China, and now the US,” it noted.
was offered as a gift to Ministry of National
The release stated the government of
Security and we are thankful for it,” he said.
Trinidad and Tobago was thankful and
Hinds also indicated he received his first
appreciative for the gifts. Also, that the govdose of the AstraZeneca vaccine a few weeks
ernment looked forward to the continued
ago, and he is awaiting the second shot.
good relations with its regional and internaHinds provided more details about the
tional partners.
Fitzgerald Hinds
Pfizer vaccines than the sparse information in
However, two hours later a second release
two releases that were issued by the National Security Ministry. was issued, yet again by the National Security ministry. In
Yet again in what was not normal government protocol, infor- this second release, the wording was changed to note that the
mation that is released about vaccines is typically issued by the donation was specifically for the use of the National Security
Health Ministry and Foreign Affairs Ministry.
Ministry.
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BOLLYWOOD MASALA MIX

Bollywood’s two faces on skin colour unfair

“In this industry, money has to be made first in order to
By Susanti Sarkar
he practice of ‘Brownface’ is constantly swept under
make films. And in order for money to be made, you have to
cash in on actors like Hrithik Roshan. Also, a lot of actors are
the rug by celebrities and critics who shelter under the
excuse of “good acting,” not even pausing to wonder
trying to change the perspective of how audiences see them.
Hrithik is known for movies like Jodhaa Akbar (2008), War
if it is appropriate to do so in a country where the majority of
(2019), Bang Bang (2014), and now because he’s seeing the
society still believes that fair is more beautiful, be it through
new direction that Bollywood is taking, and that the audiences
what is shown on television or matrimonial ads.
are going towards
The controversy over
an advertisement of
something more
earthy, like what
skin whitening cream
Ayushmann
‘Fair & Lovely’ last year
Khurrana or
reignited the debate over
Rajkumar Rao are
colour preference that
doing, he probably
has dogged the Indian
wanted to try that.
society for decades, if
not centuries. As the
And when big
actors switch to
society has chased
such roles, they
the idea that beauty is
bring in a lot of
indeed skin deep, the
money,” said Joshi.
cosmetics industry has
made billions, a good
However, these
bets are not always
(INR) 100 billion just
last year, off that craze
fruitful, which,
Bhumi Pednekar’s face was made several shades darker in Baala
according to critics,
for fair skin tones that
(2019) than her original skin tone
further the case for
Indians, women and
why more chances should be taken on actors who oppose the
men in equal share, have harboured.
However, despite Indian celebrities such as Priyanka Chopra image of the traditional Bollywood star.
apologising for being part of the Fair & Lovely campaign,
NDTV film critic Saibal Chatterjee gave Super 30 only two
stars out of five, saying it was a mistake for Roshan to play the
and Abhay Deol openly spurning such products, Bollywood
economically disadvantaged, genius mathematics teacher from
somehow still manages to produce hit films with racist and
colourist undertones.
Patna, adding, “the idea to bronze up Hrithik Roshan so that
The phenomenon of “brownface” is a recent term coined
he can impersonate Anand Kumar is anything but super: it is a
formula that equals zero.”
to symbolise fair-skinned actors whose faces are painted
Joshi also agrees that
several shades darker. This is
usually done in an attempt to
Roshan and Pednekar’s parts
were miscast, but puts it
represent people from poorer
down to satisfying audiences
backgrounds, as historically,
fairness has been associated
rather than discrimination
with upper-caste Indians. It
or an unfair audition process
within the industry.
drew attention again around
“They changed his skin
2016, when Alia Bhatt played
a migrant labourer in Udta
colour to a very weird
colour which was unneeded,
Punjab. Since then there have
basically. With Bhumi, she
been several more examples
of this, Ranvir Singh’s Gully
already has an image of
Boy, Bhumi Pednekar’s
playing characters who are
earthy, grounded, a woman
Bala, and most recently, and
who’s being pitted against.
perhaps most noticeably,
Adarsh Gourav in ‘White Tiger’ (2021)
Hrithik Roshan’s absurd
She was portraying someone
like that in Bala. They wanted to show something very current,
makeup in Super 30, all released in 2019.
Pednekar, in response to the criticism, told the media
very out there, which everyone should see, but I personally
think they got it wrong with Bhumi. Someone more natural
“When people see the film, they will understand that it is not
making fun of colour. I am playing a deep coloured girl, my
and of more wheatish complexion would have worked better,
but again it comes down to people buying it. If Bhumi is there
character is commenting on the societal bias that is still very
as opposed to a new actor whom no one has heard of, more
prevalent in India on colour.”
Pednekar addes, “If he comes to me with an interesting part, people will see the film,” he says.
He explains that the Bollywood casting process depends a
why will I not do it?”
Rather than casting an actor with naturally darker skin,
lot on image, as opposed to simply being based on raw talent.
“I was supposed to do Bandish Bandits, but in the end
which ought not to be very difficult as most Indians have
darker skin tones, Bollywood prefers using brownface to
Anand [Tiwari] wanted to do something different with the
character. I kind of understood how auditions worked and
represent darker, economically disadvantaged characters.
“Her reasoning is ridiculous,” says Aasna Shah, an avid
it was fair and square. It’s less about how good of an actor
you are, and more just about where your features meet the
movie-watcher and college student who studies theatre in
character as the director and writers imagine it.”
Mumbai.
Additionally, “These celebs jump on the bandwagon on
In a more positive light, Joshi whole-heartedly believes that
the industry is due for a change, especially with the rise of
social media, preaching about BLM, but turn around and
support what is essentially the Indian version of Blackface.
award-winning productions on Over-the-Top platforms and a
shift in what audiences prefer to watch.
Even in America this would not be allowed now.”
Shah explains that while her intention may have been
“I feel [different types of] actors will be casted now because
people are ready to take a chance as more of these projects
worthy, what actors and producers fail to understand is that
it sends the message that only fair-skinned actors are worth
succeed. For example, actors like Salman Khan have had
declining careers for a few years now, because people are tired
watching on screen.
of the same old trope. And post Covid-19, even commercial
“For actors, it might be an ‘interesting part’, but for regular
Indians who have been stripped of their worth their whole
cinema will change because lots of people have been home
lives, it is offensive and derogatory. Of course it is crucial to tell watching OTT content, so the industry will have to reevaluate
these characters’ stories, but why should they be the ones to do what’s happening,” says Joshi.
As Joshi says, there is definitely potential for huge changes,
so?” says Shah.
Sankalp Joshi, an emerging actor based in Delhi, has been
and the recent success of 2021’s White Tiger is a promising
example of that. Adarsh Gourav, a previously commended, but
part of several productions in Mumbai, for example a music
lesser-known actor, has been lauded by critics in his perfectly
video for the popular indie band Chai Meets Toast and the
short film Baatein (2019), which was nominated for a Filmfare
nuanced portrayal of a poor driver who refuses to be beaten
down by the chains of the Indian class system, and was even
award. As an industry insider, he offers a different perspective.
“I think in general our audience and industry is racist in a
nominated for BAFTA award for Best Actor. This is shining
way; we can’t deny that. But you have to understand that what
confirmation of what the Indian film industry can achieve with
we are going to make is going to be directly proportional to
the right casting choices and the right stories.
what the audiences want,” Joshi tells Media India Group.
“Adarsh has opened up so many opportunities for everyone,
it’s just great for any actor to come into the industry right now.
Joshi says that he understands why producers and casting
directors are often under pressure to rely on stardom to sell
The scene is definitely changing, and there’s always a better
tomorrow,” says Joshi.
tickets, rather than take a chance on a new, unknown actor.
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Srishti Bakshi with WOMB women during her journey

WOMB explores plight, flight, &
dreams of women in India today

T

he powerful narrative WOMB – Women of my Billion
that highlights the plight, dreams, rights, and fight of
the women of today’s India against all forms of violence,
is all set for its world premiere at the opening night UK Gala of
the London Indian Film Festival 2021.
The festival lineup is a “love letter to India”, given the ongoing hardships of the Covid-19 pandemic, say makers.
Deeply shocked and disturbed by the Highway 91 rape case that
was reported in 2016 in India, Srishti Bakshi decided to not be a
silent spectator to rising crime against women in her country.
The documentary captures her 3,800-kilometre on-foot
journey from Kanyakumari to Srinagar over 230 days, and her
heroic effort to create awareness on women’s safety and empowerment through financial and digital literacy.
The film highlights survivor stories of activist Pragya Prasun
Singh, Lt. Col. Sangeeta Tiwari, and Neha Rai, and stands a
crucial testament to the worldwide crisis that has only been
aggravated in these times of the pandemic.
An Awedacious Original, WOMB is a poignant and heartwarming watch exploring the social and political issues faced
by women of today’s India. The documentary highlights the
monumental journey through Srishti’s lens, her interaction
with 85,000-plus women over more than 100 workshops she
conducted in schools, villages, and institutions on her walk
from Kanyakumari to Kashmir.
Emotional and powerful, the documentary is “a unique
testament to seemingly insurmountable challenges in these unprecedented times, and the everyday ‘sheroes’ who are battling
to overcome”, said a statement.
“In this documentary we have celebrated ordinary women
who have shown extraordinary courage to rise above their
limitations, and challenge deeply entrenched gender norms.
We did this to unite the majority because what we discovered
was that gender-based violence is a crime perpetrated by the
minority, but perpetuated by the silence of the majority,” says a
very passionate Bakshi.
According to Director Ajitesh Sharma, “Violence against
women and girls is a human rights violation. And since the
outbreak of Covid-19 and the world locking down to live
within four walls, emerging data and reports from those on the
front lines have shown that all types of violence against women
and girls, particularly domestic violence, has only intensified.
With WOMB, I aim to bring forth inspiring stories of fight and
survival which Srishti was privy to by meeting brave women
on her walk. My aim is to pass on this privilege of knowing
these women and their stories to inspire conversations on how
gender norms need to be overhauled."
The film is the debut feature by director Ajitesh Sharma and
produced by International Emmy Winning Producer of Delhi
Crime, Apoorva Bakshi, along with Monisha Thyagarajan and
Gururaj Dixit. The 12th Bagri Foundation London Indian
Film Festival 2021 and its sister festivals in Birmingham and
Manchester will showcase WOMB as the opening film for the
festival slated to take place from June 17 to July 4. (IANS)

Malayali violinist wins Canadian award

M

alayali violinist M.R. Jayadevan Nair has won the
prestigious award for best original score at the
Hollywood North Film Awards, a Canada-based nonprofit academy. Jayadevan won the award for his work in the
documentary film F.E.A.R (Face Everything And Rise) directed
by Manny Bains and Serge Velbovets.
Jayadevan, who is settled in Canada for over a decade is
the first south Indian to receive the honour. He is a disciple of
Kalaksethram Madhu and Nedumangadu Sivanandan and the
grandson of the late veteran poet and lyricist, Abhayadev.
Jayadevan has also accompanied several big-wigs like M.
Balamuralikrishna, K.J. Yesudas, T.M. Krishna, Aruna Sairam,
P. Unnikrishnan, Sikkil Gurucharan, and Sandeep Narayanan
for their classical music concerts.
He has released Carnatic and fusion records. His dedication
to music gave rise to Toronto Sangeeth Utsav in 2013, a
platform for Toronto-based musicians.
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Pakistan pack batting, spin firepower for Caribbean tour

F

ast bowlers Mohammad Abbas and Naseem Shah have
been recalled by Pakistan for the Test tour of West Indies,
along with uncapped batsman Azam Khan for the fivematch Twenty20 International series, ESPNcricinfo reported
last week.
Abbas, 31, and the 18-year-old Shah, both missed recent
series against South Africa and Zimbabwe, but found favour
with selectors for the July 27 to August 25 tour.
Veteran leg-spinner Yasir Shah, who earned Pakistan a dramatic 2-1 series win on their last tour of the Caribbean four
years ago, has been included subject to an improvement in his
fitness. The 35-year-old missed the tour of Zimbabwe with a
knee injury, and is still on the mend.
The selectors also included 33-year-old uncapped leg-spinner Zahid Mahmood, 34-year-old left-arm spinner Nauman Ali,
and 27-year-old off-spinner Sajid Khan to make the Caribbean
trip. Another left-arm spinner Imad Wasim, 32, was recalled for
the T20 series.
Before landing in the Caribbean, Pakistan will call on England
for three One-Day Internationals and three T20 Internationals
from July 8-20 before leaving for the tropics on July 21.
Said chief selector, Muhammad Wasim: “We have remained
consistent in our selection and kept the same core of cricketers
who have been in the set-up for a while. This is an extremely
important and critical tour for Pakistan, as we will be playing
the ICC Men’s Cricket World Cup Super League ODIs against
England as well as the T20Is against England and the West
Indies as part of our preparations for the ICC Men’s T20 World

Cup. The Jamaica Tests will count towards the ICC World Test
Championship.”
He added: “As such, keeping in view the above, and in consultation with captain Babar Azam and head Misbah-ul-Haq,
we have tried our best to maintain the winning combinations,
but at the same time recalled four experienced players and
rewarded uncapped Azam Khan for his domestic performance,
while also giving him the required confidence for the future
challenges.”
Wasim also noted the general improvement among the players, saying, “Mohammad Abbas has regained his form. Naseem

Shah and Haris Sohail have reclaimed the required fitness
standards; while Imad Wasim has been recalled considering the
T20 World Cup is likely to be held in the UAE, and he enjoys an
excellent record there.”
Azam Khan is notable for being an aggressive 22-year-old
right-hander, with a strike-rate of 157 in T20s. He is poised to
make his debut in the Caribbean, with the first two matches
set for Barbados, and last three to be played in Guyana. The
first Test will take place at Sabina Park in Jamaica from August
12-16, with the second match bowling off August 2-24.
Right-hander Babar Azam will captain both sides on
the Caribbean tour. He averages 42 in Tests and 47 in T20
Internationals.
Test Squad
Babar Azam (captain), Mohammad Rizwan (vice-captain)
(Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Abdullah Shafique, Abid Ali, Azhar
Ali, Faheem Ashraf, Fawad Alam, Haris Rauf, Hasan Ali,
Imran Butt, Mohammad Abbas, Mohammad Nawaz, Naseem
Shah, Nauman Ali, Sajid Khan, Sarfaraz Ahmed, Saud Shakeel,
Shaheen Shah Afridi, Shahnawaz Dahani, Yasir Shah, and Zahid
Mahmood.
T20s Squad
Babar Azam (captain), Shadab Khan (vice-captain), Arshad
Iqbal, Azam Khan, Faheem Ashraf, Fakhar Zaman, Haider
Ali, Haris Rauf, Hasan Ali, Imad Wasim, Mohammad Hafeez,
Mohammad Hasnain, Mohammad Nawaz, Mohammad Rizwan,
Mohammad Wasim JR, Sarfaraz Ahmed, Shaheen Shah Afridi,
Sharjeel Khan, Usman Qadir.

off fast bowler Kagiso Rabada. It was a productive innings for
Rabada, who claimed five wickets for 33 runs.
At 97 for four, all-rounder Jason Holder came to the middle
for a stint of four runs before being bowled by left-arm spinner
Keshav Maharaj.
Chase showed the most resistance with the bat, securing
a half-century. He was out for 60, bowled by Maharaj while
attempting a cut shot. Rahkeem Cornwall faced four balls before
he was out without scoring, caught by van der Dussen at mid-off
off a Rabada delivery.
Joshua Da Silva added nine runs, with Jayden Seales the last
man out, dismissed for three, and Kemar Roach bringing in the
stumps with an unbeaten 13 runs.

South Africa celebrate the fall of another WI wicket

WI suffer innings loss in first Test with touring SA

W

est Indies suffered defeat by an innings and 63 runs
in the opening Test of the two-match series against
South Africa last Saturday. The match was played at
the Darren Sammy Cricket Ground in Gros Islet, St Lucia.
West Indies took to the field on the third day on 82 for four,
but only put on 65 more runs for the remaining six wickets to
be totally dismissed for 162.
This second innings score, totaled with a paltry first innings
effort of 97 all out, was not enough to match, or surpass the
South African’s confident first innings strike total of 322.
West Indies entered the third day with Roston Chase not out
on 21, and vice-captain Jermaine Blackwood on ten. Blackwood
fell early for 13, caught by Rassie van der Dussen at short cover
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CRICKET

Hope renewed as Shai makes WI pick

I

t was a case of hope springs eternal with the revelation the West
Indian selectors had recalled Shai
Hope to the Test fold. His recall came
for the opening match against South
Africa, which finished earlier this
week.
Hope was dropped from the West
Indies’ Test team last year after a protracted run of poor form. However, his
recall came following a strong showing
during his red-ball performances in
the Best versus Best practice game that
took place ahead of the South African
series now underway.
Following the good news, Hope said
he was eager to hit the ground running, adding he was intent on putting
the past behind, and in starting a new
chapter in his Test career. His last Test
appearance was in England just under
a year ago.
Said Hope: “It has been challenging,
but I am just happy to be here. Basically [I’m] trying to start a new leaf and
a fresh book, so hopefully I can hit the
ground running if I get the opportunity to go
out there.”
It was a challenging journey getting back to
the Test level of cricket, he said, and was made
more difficult with the pandemic restricting
how much cricket was played.
“Hopefully, in this first Test… I can see some
improvements and some changes from what I
did previously,” he said.
He added, “There have been a few things
that I worked on, and I would say that they
have been pretty much clarified at this point in
time.” However, he noted “in cricket you can
get out any way, so I don’t believe that I should
just focus on one particular thing all the time”.
He added, “It is about understanding how
they are going to try to get you out, and find a

Shai Hope
way to deal with it.”
Cricket West Indies lead selector Roger
Harper said Hope had earned his way back
into the team by his performances in the red
ball matches, and in the ODI series against Sri
Lanka.
Said Harper: “Shai was selected primarily for
his form in red ball matches he has played leading up to this point. He played in the two-day
game against Sri Lanka and made 60-odd, and
he played in the Best vs Best game… and made
scores of 70-odd, and a century. [This] indicated that he is producing in red ball cricket, and
that, on the back of his excellent performances
in the ODI format, led us to draft him back into
the squad.”
Also recalled was top order batsmen Kier-

an Powell, whose last Test appearance
was in Bangladesh in December 2018.
Teenager Jayden Seales, the Trinidad
and Tobago pacer, also received his
first call-up.
Missing the pick was left-hander
Darren Bravo, and the injured fast
bowler Shannon Gabriel. Wicketkeeper Jahmar Hamilton and left-arm spinner Jomel Warrican were also left out
for the opening Test.
Commenting on Bravo’s future in
the team, Harper said while the lefthander missed the cut for the first Test,
he is not out of their thoughts.
“Darren is a quality player and he
missed out in the squad here because
the others performed better and had
greater performances and numbers
coming into this situation,” Harper
said.
On the other hand, Powell said he
planned to embrace the opportunity as
a chance to cement his spot. Said Powell: “I have been out of the team for two
and one-half years now. I’ve counted
each month I was out of the team, so obviously
it is a great feeling to be back. [However], being
back is just the start. Obviously now, whenever
given an opportunity, I’ll have to go and perform, and… cement my spot.”
He added, “I've spent a lot of time doing not
only introspection but personal and technical
work, making sure I’m getting into better position and covering my stumps better, so I'll have
a better chance of getting through the new ball,
which is the most difficult part of batting.”
West Indies Test Squad: Kraigg Brathwaite (C),
Jermaine Blackwood (V-C), Nkrumah Bonner,
Roston Chase, Rahkeem Cornwall, Joshua Da
Silva, Jason Holder, Shai Hope, Alzarri Joseph,
Kyle Mayers, Kieran Powell, Kemar Roach,
Jayden Seales.

‘Ugly truths’ at root of offensive tweets

E

ngland captain Joe Root said last
week the team had to face up to
some “ugly truths” after revelations of offensive historical tweets from
England players were revealed, the British Broadcasting Corporation reported.
In its latest rinse-and-repeat for
England, fast bowler Ollie Robinson
last week apologised for his racist and
sexist tweets from 2012 to 2013.
Revelation of Robinson’s offensive
tweets were unearthed and made public during the first day of the drawn first
Test while he was on the field for his
international debut. The tweets were
written between ages 18 and 19; he is
now 27 years old.
Following the rising pace from Robinson’s Twitter deliveries, Root said the
team now wanted “to move forward in
a really positive way”.
Said Root, “We’ve had to face up to some
ugly truths… and there will be challenges moving forward. But the group of players we have
now is very much committed to moving the
game forward, to making it a better place, making it more inclusive and educating ourselves
further.”
He added, “We’re going to have to front-up
to what has happened, but ultimately we want
to move forward in a really positive way, to
keep going on this journey we’ve started of trying to better our sport. We will continue to do
that because that’s how we all feel.”
And in a second confirmed revelation, last
week the England and Wales Cricket Board
said it was looking into a report by Wisden that
a second player had posted offensive material.
Wisden “obscured” the player’s identity, but
indicated this person was under 16 years old
when the post was made.

we do. We’re very aware of that, and
we’re very keen to make change, and to
take the game in a really positive direction.”
Meanwhile, Heather Knight said
Robinson’s suspension has been a
“learning opportunity” for the women’s
England side she captains, The Guardian reported last week.
“What’s gone on… is a very clear reminder of the role models that we are,
and the responsibility that we have as
England cricketers to have a positive
impact, and represent the sport, and
what we want the sport to be, in a very
good light,” she said.
Additionally, “It shouldn’t really
need saying that cricket should be a
game for everyone, and should be inclusive and welcoming, and everyone
Joe Root
Heather Knight
should feel like they’re able to take part.
Yet again last week, the ECB said it would If there’s an 18-year-old boy now that realises
take “relevant and appropriate action” after that sort of opinion isn’t acceptable, then I
historical tweets from several England players think that can only be a positive.”
Knight also hoped the addition of Sophia
were “questioned publicly”. So far, tweets by
Eoin Morgan, James Anderson, and Jos Buttler Dunkley to the squad of centrally contracted
England players would help send a positive
have been highlighted online.
Quite ironically, the revelations of offensive message.
Dunkley is the first Black female player to
tweets came after England began the first Test
by sharing a “moment of unity” with New Zea- hold a central contract since they were introland, with the English players wearing T-shirts duced in May 2014. She is also the second black
emblazoned with anti-discrimination mes- woman, after Ebony Rainford-Brent, to play for
England.
sages.
Said Knight, “I’m sure Sophia doesn’t see
Said Root: “All we want to do as a side is keep
trying to find ways of making it better, mak- herself as a role model, but she massively is.
ing it more inclusive, as diverse as we can, and That’s really important. We talk a lot in woma game for everyone. We’ve spent a long time en’s sport about how you can’t be what you can’t
talking about it: how we can make a change; see – that’s similar in Dunks’ situation. I’m absolutely chuffed for her: she’s a great girl, she
how we can make a difference.”
He added, “As players at the top of the sport, works really hard and I hope she maximises
we know that it’s going to feed down from what this opportunity.”
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International
Cricket Schedule
Friday June 18, 2021
ICC World Test Championship Final 2021
India vs New Zealand, Final, Day 1, The
Rose Bowl, Southampton; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; Sri Lanka
tour of England, 2021 Kent vs Sri Lanka,
One-Day Practice match, St Lawrence
Ground, Canterbury; 4:00 AM10:00 AM
GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa
tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies vs
South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 1, Daren Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros Islet,
St Lucia; 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT / 10:00
AM LOCAL
Saturday, June 19, 2021
ICC World Test Championship Final 2021
India vs New Zealand, Final, Day 2, The
Rose Bowl, Southampton; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL
South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021,
West Indies vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day
2, Daren Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros Islet, St Lucia; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 10:00 AM LOCAL
Sunday June 20, 2021
ICC World Test Championship Final 2021
India vs New Zealand, Final, Day 3, The
Rose Bowl, Southampton; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; Sri Lanka
tour of England, 2021 Sussex vs Sri Lanka, T20 Practice match; County Ground,
Hove; 7:00 AM 01:00 PM GMT / 02:00
PM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West
Indies, 2021 West Indies vs South Africa,
2nd Test , Day 3 Daren Sammy National
Cricket Stadium, Gros Islet, St Lucia; 8:00
AM 02:00 PM GMT / 10:00 AM LOCAL
Monday June 21, 2021
ICC World Test Championship Final 2021
India vs New Zealand, Final, Day 4 The
Rose Bowl, Southampton; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 4; Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros
Islet, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
Tuesday June 22, 2021
ICC World Test Championship Final 2021
India vs New Zealand, Final, Day 5, The
Rose Bowl, Southampton; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 5 Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros
Islet, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
Wednesday June 23, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of England, 2021 England
vs Sri Lanka, 1st T20I, Sophia Gardens,
Cardiff; 11:00 AM 05:00 PM GMT / 05:00
PM LOCAL
Thursday June 24, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of England, 2021 England
vs Sri Lanka; 2nd T20I Sophia Gardens,
Cardiff, 11:00 AM 05:00 PM GMT / 05:00
PM LOCAL
Saturday June 26, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of England, 2021 England
vs Sri Lanka, 3rd T20I, The Rose Bowl,
Southampton; 7:30 AM 01:30 PM GMT
/ 02:30 PM LOCAL; South Africa tour of
West Indies, 2021 West Indies vs South Africa, 1st T20I, National Cricket Stadium,
St George's, Grenada; 12:00 PM 06:00 PM
GMT / 02:00 PM LOCAL
Sunday June 27, 2021
South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021
West Indies vs South Africa, 2nd T20I,
National Cricket Stadium, St George's,
Grenada; 12:00 PM 06:00 PM GMT /
02:00 PM LOCAL
Tuesday June 29, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of England, 2021 England
vs Sri Lanka, 1st ODI, Riverside Ground,
Chester-le-Street; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM
GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL

GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton
For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Toronto

Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious, newly
renovated large 2 bedroom 2 bathroom home nestled in
prime location. Master bedroom with renovated 4 piece
ensuite bath. Amazing opportunity for investors & first
time buyers. Includes parking & ensuite locker. Close
to all amenities with TTC at your doorstep. Building
amenities include: indoor pool, exercise room, security
system & party room.

Brampton

437-235-7599

The Buckingham at Grand Central Mimico

For Sale $529,000

Grand Central Mimico
is Toronto’s new transittailored community.
Anchored by Mimico GO
Station, this community
will be a vibrant, allinclusive & future proof
neighbourhood. Thoughtful
timeless design, transit &
modern amenities converge
to create South Etobicoke’s
most relevant & significant
community.
Starting
From Mid -

$500K
Grand Festival Condos*
Take your life to a whole
new level of fun and
celebration at Grand
at Festival. Vaughan's
spectacular new masterplanned City Center.

Markham

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

* THE NEXT PHASE
AT FESTIVAL SOUTH
VMC, CANADA’S BESTSELLING CONDOMINIUM
COMMUNITY.
Starting
From the low:

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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$500K

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

